City of Moline
619 16 Street, Moline – 2nd Floor Council Chambers
View recorded meetings at http://www.moline.il.us/CivicMedia?CID=9

Committee-of-the-Whole Agenda

6:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 1, 2020
This meeting will be conducted by audio or video conference without a physically present quorum of the Moline City Council due to
the disaster declaration issued by Governor Pritzker related to COVID-19 public health concerns affecting the State and the City. The
Mayor has determined that an in-person meeting at City Hall with all participants is not practical or prudent because of the disaster.
Aldermen, the City Administrator, and Staff may not all be physically present at City Hall due to the disaster. Physical public attendance
at City Hall may be limited or not feasible. Live streaming available at http://moline.il.us/RemoteCouncil, or you may listen to the
meeting by calling (720) 902-7700, meeting ID: 777 534 0806.

Remote Electronic Attendance
Approval of the remote electronic attendance of certain elected officials

Mayor’s Board Appointments
Mayor’s appointment of Zach Campbell and Cal Lee to the Plan Commission for a 6-year term, expiring June 30,
2026.

Presentation
Update on I-74 Bridge Project (George Ryan, Wood PLC)

Questions on the Agenda
Agenda Items
1. Parking Prohibited – Fourteenth Street (Joe Kuhlenbeck, Building Official)
2. Street Light Request – 48th Avenue & 34th Street Intersection (Joe Kuhlenbeck, Building Official)
3. 2021 Annual Meetings Calendar (Janine Hollembaek Parr, City Clerk)
4. IMRF Agreement Amendment (Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager)
5. ICMA Agreement Amendment (Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager)
6. UnitedHealthcare-BP Policy (Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager)
7. Universal Protection Services Agreement (Darren Gault, Chief of Police)
8. 2021 Property Tax Levy (Carol Barnes, Finance Director)
9. 2021 SSA 5 Ad Valorem Tax Levy (Carol Barnes, Finance Director)
10. 2021 SSA 6 Ad Valorem Tax Levy (Carol Barnes, Finance Director)
11. HR Green, Inc. Professional Services Agreement (Tony Loete, Utilities General Manager)
12. River Cities Engineering Agreement (Tony Loete, Utilities General Manager)
13. Other

Informational
Update on Broadband Negotiations and Alternatives (Derke Price, Corporation Counsel)
CARES Relief for Moline Businesses (K.J. Whitley, Community Development Program Manager)

Public Comment
Members of the Public are permitted to speak after coming to the podium and stating their names. Comments
may also be emailed by 5:30 p.m. the day of the meeting to the City Clerk at jparr@moline.il.us. Please type
Public Comment in the Subject line.

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 10, 2020
An Ordinance amending Chapter 20, “MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC,” of the
Moline Code of Ordinances, Appendix 10 thereof, “PARKING PROHIBITED AT ANY
TIME,” by including Fourteenth Street, on the east side from 30 feet north of Twentieth
Avenue; and Fourteenth Street, on the east side from 30 feet south of Twentieth Avenue.
PREPARED BY:

Kelly Humphrey, Engineering Administrative Assistant

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Joseph Kuhlenbeck, Interim Engineering Division Manager
Laura Klauer, Interim City Engineer
Traffic Engineering Committee

FISCAL IMPACT:

N/A (No direct cost to the City)

GOALS IMPACTED:

Strong Local Economy, Great Place to Live, Financially
Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Exhibit A – October Traffic Engineering Committee
Minutes
Exhibit B – October Traffic Engineering Committee Agenda

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to adopt prohibited parking anytime on Fourteenth Street,
on the east side, from 30 feet north and south of Twentieth Avenue.
BACKGROUND
The Traffic Engineering Committee received a request for safety improvements at the
intersection of 14th Street and 20th Avenue from a resident in the area. The resident stated that it
is difficult to see cross traffic (14th Avenue drivers) when driving east and west on 20th Avenue.
Staff reviewed the intersection and found that vehicles are parking all the way up to the
intersection, and that the parked vehicles impede the line of sight of 20th Avenue drivers.
Overgrown trees also partially blocked the stop signs.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
The Traffic Engineering Committee reviewed this request and after review, no clear alternatives
were found. Prohibiting parking is the most effective way to improve line of sight at this
intersection.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
Eliminating parking at the intersection will allow for an unobstructed line of sight, improving the
safety of the intersection.
Disadvantages:
One possible disadvantage of prohibited parking is the inconvenience for residents who live in
the neighborhood. Prohibited parking signs would be installed in front of the residences of 1926
and 2004 14th Street. The Committee contacted the homeowners and both were in favor of
installing the prohibited parking signs.

SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

MINUTES
Traffic Engineering Committee
Tuesday, October 6, 2020

3635 4th Avenue
Moline, IL 61265

PRESENT:

Chris Mathias
Matt Moore
Steve Regenwether
Matt Russell

STAFF:

Kelly Humphrey
Laura Klauer

Matt Moore called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
Agenda Items:
1. Approval of minutes for the Traffic Engineering Committee meeting of
September 1, 2020. Motion to approve minutes by Mathias, seconded by Russell.
Motion carried unanimously.
2. Request to prohibit parking on the east side of 14th Street, on the north and
south sides of 20th Avenue. The Committee received a request from a resident that
states vehicles are parking all the way up to the intersection, and they make it
difficult to see cross traffic when traveling east or west bound on 20th Avenue.
Motion to prohibit parking by Moore, seconded by Mathias. Motion passed
unanimously.
3. Request to modify the westbound lane configuration at the intersection of 36th
Avenue and 16th Street. The Committee received a request to modify the lane
configuration at this intersection. The resident would like to see the north westbound
lane changed from a thru/right to a right turn only lane. The resident feels that
drivers in the north westbound lane speed up to pass drivers in the south westbound
lane when crossing through the intersection, as the roadway goes from two lanes to
one lane. This item was tabled at the September meeting so the Police Department
can investigate the accident history at this intersection. Staff reviewed accident
history at this intersection and there has only been one accident at this intersection in
last 5 years relating to the merging of lanes. Staff believes that reconfiguring this
intersection will lead to an increase in accidents. Motion to deny Mathias, seconded
by Russell. Motion passed unanimously.
Motion to adjourn by Matt Moore, seconded by Regenwether. Motion carried
unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 1:37 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Kelly Humphrey
Engineering Administrative Assistant

City of Moline
Public Works
3635 4th Avenue
Conference Room #1

Traffic Engineering Committee
Agenda
1:30 p.m.
October 6, 2020
This meeting will be conducted by audio or video conference without a physically present quorum of the
Traffic Engineering Committee due to the disaster declaration issued by Governor Pritzker related to
COVID-19 public health concerns affecting the State and the City. It has been determined that an in-person
meeting at Public Works with all participants is not practical or prudent because of the disaster. Alderman,
the City Administrator, City Staff and Committee Members, may not all be physically present at Public
Works due to the disaster. Physical public attendance at Public Works may be limited or not feasible, so
alternative arrangements for public access to the meeting have been made available.
Members of the public can participate in three ways:
1.
2.
3.

Listen to the meeting by audio by dialing the phone number for your area shown below.
The Meeting ID required is also listed below.
View the meeting by video, by using the web link listed below.
You may also send an email comment to khumphrey@moline.il.us. Emailed comments
will be read during public comments. Deadline to submit comments is August 31, 2020 at
2:30 p.m.
US: +1(470)8692200 (US East)
+1(623)4049000 (US West)
+1(720)9027700 (US Central)
+1(469)4450100 (US South)
+1(773)2319226 (US North)
International numbers available: https://meetings.ringcentral.com/teleconference
Web Link: https://meetings.ringcentral.com/j/9150373690
Meeting ID: 915 037 3690

Any person with disabilities who wishes to attend the meeting who requires a special accommodation, or any other person requiring a special
accommodation in attending the meeting, should notify the City Engineer’s Office, 524-2350, at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled meeting time.

Explanation

Page 1

Agenda Items
1. Call to Order – Matt Moore
2. Roll Call – Kelly Humphrey
3. Approval of minutes of the Traffic Engineering Committee meeting of September 1, 2020.
4. Request to prohibit parking on the east side of 14th Street, on the north and south sides of 20th
Avenue.
Explanation: The Traffic Committee received a request from a resident that states vehicles are
parking all the way up to the intersection, and they make it difficult to see cross traffic when
traveling east or west bound on 20th Avenue. This item was tabled at the September meeting so
Staff could reach out to residents to request feedback in regards to any concerns they may have
with prohibiting parking. (Additional documentation attached)
5. Request to modify the westbound lane configuration at the intersection of 36th Avenue and 16th
Street.
Explanation: The Committee received a request to modify the lane configuration at this
intersection. The resident would like to see the north westbound lane changed from a thru/right to
a right turn only lane. The resident feels that drivers in the north westbound lane speed up to pass
drivers in the south westbound lane when crossing through the intersection, as the roadway goes
from two lanes to one lane. This item was tabled at the September meeting so the Police
Department can investigate the accident history at this intersection. (Additional documentation
attached)
6. Other/Public Comments
7. Adjournment

Explanation
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No. 4/Attachment: Request to prohibit parking on the east side of 14th Street, on the north and south
sides of 20th Avenue.

Explanation

Page 3

No. 5/Attachment: Request to modify the westbound lane configuration at the intersection of 36th
Avenue and 16th Street.

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 10, 2020
A Resolution authorizing approval of a request for a street light at the intersection of 48th
Avenue and 34th Street.
PREPARED BY:

Kelly Humphrey, Engineering Administrative Assistant

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Joe Kuhlenbeck, Interim Engineering Division Manager
$70.00

FISCAL IMPACT:
GOALS IMPACTED:

Improved City Infrastructure & Facilities, A Great Place to
Live

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

MidAmerican Map

PROPOSAL
A Resolution authorizing approval of a request for a street light at the intersection of 48th Avenue
and 34th Street.
BACKGROUND
City staff received a request to install a street light at the intersection of 48th Avenue and 34th
Street due to safety concerns after dark. Existing street lights are located approximately 525’ apart
on the south side of 38th Avenue, however, the closest light at this location is approximately 165’
from the intersection and does not adequately illuminate the intersection. The City’s Street Light
Policy states that street lights shall be placed “not more than 460’ apart and no closer than 230’…
and generally, … shall be placed at each intersection.” Based on the Policy’s language and that
the intersection is not adequately illuminated, staff recommends a light be installed on the existing
MidAmerican pole located at the northwest corner of the intersection.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
Request was made due to increase in break-ins at the storage facility located at 3420 48th Avenue.
Currently the existing street lights are located approximately 520’ apart on the south side of 48th
Avenue.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
We would be helping out the local business owners in the area and providing security to customers
that utilize the storage units in this area.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
MidAmerican Map
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020

A Resolution setting the annual meetings schedule for 2021; and authorizing City staff to do all
things necessary to notify the media of the 2021 annual meetings schedule.
PREPARED BY:

Janine Hollembaek Parr, City Clerk

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

N/A

GOALS IMPACTED:

Great Place to Live

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Discussion and Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks discussion and approval of the annual meeting schedule for 2021 from the City Council.
BACKGROUND
Section 2-2201 of the Moline Code of Ordinances provides that an annual meetings schedule of
proposed regular meetings of the City Council and its boards and commissions shall be prepared,
and that any local media that has filed an annual request for such notice shall be provided a copy
of the schedule. This resolution will set the meetings schedule for 2021 and authorize notification
to the media by City staff.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
Although the Council Calendar must be set before year-end, Work/Goal sessions could be
determined at a later date.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantage: Setting the work sessions now allows staff ample time for preparation. It was noted
that the CIP Work Session and Distribution of Budget Books might be earlier next year and should
be considered when setting the calendar.
Disadvantage: Setting the Work/Goal Sessions in the 2021 calendar and providing that to the
media makes it difficult to change.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
2021 Proposed Calendars Attached
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

2021 MOLINE CITY COUNCIL MEETING SCHEDULE
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Proposed Work Session Topics (to be finalized quarterly)
1/12
TIF Update
2/9
Goal #1
3/9
Goal #2
4/20
Goal #3
5/18
Goal #4
6/15
Goal #5
7/20
Goal #6
8/17
Goal #7
9/14
CIP
10/12
Distribution of Budget Binders and Informational
10/23
2022 Budget (7am-noon)
10/26
2022 Budget
11/2
2022 Budget
Goal #1 - I-74 Bridge ROW Downtown Land Development Plan
Goal #2 - Neighborhood Stabilization & Revitalization Plan
Goal #3 - Repair/Replace a minimum of 6 miles of City Roadways Each Fiscal Year
Goal #4 - Moline Business Park Development Plan
Goal #5 - Enhanced Relationship with Existing Businesses in Moline
Goal #6 - Review & Evaluate Alternative Municipal Service Delivery Approaches
Goal #7 - Enhance Relationship between the City of Moline and the Moline Public School District

2021 CITY OF MOLINE COUNCIL BOARD/COMMITTEES MEETING SCHEDULE
(dates times subject to change with notification)
COMMITTEE

LOCATION

TIME

City Hall-2nd Floor
Council Chambers
619 16th Street

6:00 p.m.

DATES

DATES

DATES

DATES

Jan 05, 12, 19, --Feb 02, 09, ---, 23
Mar ---, 09, 16, ---, 30

Apr ---, 13, 20, 27
May ---, 11, 18, 25
Jun ---, 08, 15, 22, ---

Jul ---, 13, 20, 27
Aug ---, 10, 17, ---, 31
Sep ---,14, 21, ---

Oct 05, 12, 23(7am), 26
Nov 02, 09, 16,---,30
Dec 07, 14, ---, ---

Jan ---Feb 17
Mar 17
Jan 14
Feb 11
Mar 11
Jan 12
Feb 09
Mar 09

Apr 21
May 19
Jun 16
Apr 08
May 13
Jun 10
Apr 13
May 11
Jun 08

Jul 21
Aug 18
Sep 15
Jul 08
Aug 12
Sep 09
Jul 13
Aug 10
Sep 14

Oct 20
Nov ---Dec ---Oct 14
Nov 18
Dec 09
Oct 12
Nov 09
Dec 14

9:00 a.m.

Feb 24

May 19

Aug 11

Nov 03

Central Fire Station
Conference Room
1630 8th Avenue

8:15 a.m.

Jan ---Feb 09
Mar ----

Apr 13
May ---Jun 08

Jul ---Aug 10
Sep ----

Oct 12
Nov ---Dec 14

Historic Preservation Commission

City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street

4:00 p.m.

Jan 11
Feb 08
Mar 08

Apr 12
May 10
Jun 14

Jul 12
Aug 09
Sep 13

Oct 11
Nov 08
Dec 13

Keep Moline Beautiful Commission

Municipal Services Facility
Conference Room
3635 4th Avenue

4:30 p.m.

Jan 14
Feb 11
Mar 11

Apr 08
May 13
Jun 10

Jul 08
Aug 12
Sep 09

Oct 14
Nov 18
Dec 09

Moline Public Library
Platinum Room
3210 41st Street

12:00 p.m.

Meeting Location Varies

4:00 p.m.

Jan 14
Feb 11
Mar 11
Jan 20
Feb 17
Mar 17
Jan 28
Feb 25
Mar 25
Jan 13, 27
Feb 10, 24
Mar 10, 24

Apr 08
May 13
Jun 10
Apr 21
May 19
Jun 16
Apr 22
May 27
Jun 24
Apr 14, 28
May 12, 26
Jun 09, 23

Jul 08
Aug 12
Sep 09
Jul 21
Aug 18
Sep 15
Jul 22
Aug 26
Sep 23
Jul 14, 28
Aug 11, 25
Sep 08, 22

Oct 14
Nov 18
Dec 09
Oct 20
Nov 17
Dec 15
Oct 28
Nov --Dec 02
Oct 13, 27
Nov 10
Dec 08

11:00 a.m.

Feb 24

May 19

Aug 11

Nov 03

1:30 p.m.

Jan 12
Feb 09
Mar 09

Apr 13
May 11
Jun 08

Jul 13
Aug 10
Sep 14

Oct 12
Nov 09
Dec 14

8:00 a.m.

Mar 09

Jun 08

Sep 14

Dec 14

3:00 p.m.

Jan 11

May 17

Aug 16

Nov 15

3:00 p.m.

Jan 20

Apr 21

Jul 21

Oct 20

Jan 05
Feb 02
Mar 02
Jan ---Feb ---Mar 18

Apr 06
May 04
Jun 01
Apr 15
May 20
Jun ----

Jul 06
Aug 03
Sep 07
Jul ---Aug ---Sep 16

Oct 05
Nov 02
Dec 07
Oct 21
Nov 18
Dec ----

Committee-of-the-Whole & City Council
immediately following
Citizens Advisory Council on Urban Policy
(CACUP)
Façade Improvement Program Committee

Fire and Police Commissioners

Firefighters' Pension Board

Foreign Fire Tax

Library Board of Trustees

Moline Centre Main Street Commission

Park Board

Plan Commission

Police Pension Board of Trustees

Project Management Team

Revolving Loan Fund Committee

Special Service Area #5 - Bass Street

Special Service Area #6 - Downtown

Traffic Committee

Youth Commission

City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
Moline Police Facility
Mezzanine Meeting Room
1640 6th Avenue
Moline Fire Department
Conference Room
1630 8th Avenue

Public Works Building
Conference Room
3635 4th Avenue
City Hall-2nd Floor
Council Chambers
619 16th Street
Moline Police Facility
Community Room
1640 6th Avenue
City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
City Hall-2nd Floor
Committee-of-the-Whole
619 16th Street
Public Works Building
Conference Room
3635 4th Avenue
Moline Public Library
Platinum Room
3210 41st Street

(or as deemed necessary)

4:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to amend the current agreement with
Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund (IMRF) to require employees hired on or after January
1, 2020 to contribute to a Retirement Health Savings Plan beginning in January 2021.
PREPARED BY:

Elizabeth McKenzie, Human Resources Assistant

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager
Leah Miller, Human Resources Specialist

FISCAL IMPACT:

Budgeted for in 02-35 (Retirement-IMRF) line items
in 2021

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Resolution 1120-2019 Non-Union Benefits Package
Resolution 1027-2020 UAW Tentative Agreement

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks City Council approval to allow staff to execute changes required for employees hired
on or after January 1, 2020 to contribute to a Retirement Health Savings Plan beginning in January
2021. This action requires Council approval per Chapter 24 of the Moline Code of Ordinances.
The City previously adopted resolutions to allow contributions to health insurance premiums and
medical and dependent care flexible spending accounts (Internal Revenue Code Section 125
Plan) to be included as IMRF earnings.
BACKGROUND
At the Council meeting held on September 24, 2019, Council approved a modification to the nonunion employee group benefit package as referenced in attached Council Bill/Resolution No.
1120-2019. Additionally, at the Council meeting held on March 24, 2020, Council approved
proposed changes to prior contract language and executed an agreement incorporating said
changes with UAW as referenced in Council Bill/Resolution No. 1027-2020.
The language of both require those employees hired on or after January 1, 2020 to contribute to a
Retirement Health Savings Plan beginning in January 2021. Retirement Health Savings Plans are
employer-sponsored health benefit savings vehicles that allow pre-tax savings for the cost of
medical expenses (health insurance premiums, co-pays, prescription costs, etc.) after retirement.
In order for these contributions to be included as IMRF earnings, the governing body must notify
IMRF by adopting a resolution.

ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
The alternative would be to exclude the compensation, decreasing the employees’ IMRF
reportable earnings.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Including contributions to RHS Plan as IMRF earnings compensation would be
advantageous to the employee, allowing for the tax advantage of a pre-tax contribution,
without decreasing IMRF earnings.
• The advantage to the City would be positive employer/employee relations and consistent
treatment of similar compensation.
Disadvantages:
•
•

•

Excluding the compensation would decrease an employee’s IMRF earnings and would be
a disadvantage to the employee, as it would result in lower earnings and eventually, lower
pension earnings.
The disadvantage to the City would be an increase of a minimal amount of employer
pension contributions calculated on the employee contribution.
o For example, the current RHS plan contribution requirement of a non-union
employee hired on or after 1/1/2020 is $10 per pay period or $260 per year. $260
per year multiplied by the City’s 2021 contribution rate 9.04% is $23.50 per year.
The long-term implications of this would be that an employee’s earnings for pension
calculation will be higher (by $260 per year) and therefore, the City’s contribution rate
could be higher based on that, but it would likely be minimal.

SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
Resolution 1120-2019 Non-Union Benefits Package
Resolution 1027-2020 UAW Tentative Agreement
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

DocuSign Envelope ID: 112AFFDF-C19A-476A-8219-1C65F815CE48

Council Bill/Resolution No. 1120-2019
Sponsor:
A RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING

the City Administrator to modify the non-union employee group benefit
package to incorporate the changes as set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto
relating to health insurance premiums.
____________________

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MOLINE, ILLINOIS, as
follows:
That the City Administrator is hereby authorized to modify the non-union employee group
benefit package effective January 1, 2019, to incorporate and implement the changes attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference thereto as Exhibit A.
CITY OF MOLINE, ILLINOIS

Mayor
September 17, 2019
Date
Passed: September 17, 2019
Approved: September 24, 2019
Attest:
City Clerk

DocuSign Envelope ID: 112AFFDF-C19A-476A-8219-1C65F815CE48

Exhibit A

Non-Union Health Benefit Changes
Health Insurance Premiums
Effective January 1, 2019
Choice Plus Plan
Coverage Type
Single - Active
Family - Active
R <65 >50
R >65
R <50
R <65 >50 & D <65
R <50 & D <65
R <65 >50 & D >65
R >65 & D <65
R & D >65

New Rate
City
$482.11
$1,258.32
$482.11
$0.00
$0.00
$482.11
$0.00
$482.11
$0.00
$0.00

New Rate
Employee/Retiree
$120.52
$314.58
$120.52
$314.57
$602.63
$1,090.79
$1,572.90
$435.09
$1,284.84
$629.16

New Rate Total
1/1/19
$602.63
$1,572.90
$602.63
$314.57
$602.63
$1,572.90
$1,572.90
$917.20
$1,284.84
$629.16

High Deductible Health Plan
Coverage Type
Single - Active
Family - Active
R <65 >50
R >65
R <50
R <65 >50 & D <65
R <50 & D <65
R <65 >50 & D >65
R >65 & D <65
R & D >65

New Rate
New Rate
New Rate Total
City
Employee/Retiree
1/1/19
$368.10
$92.02
$460.12
$960.73
$240.18
$1,200.91
$368.10
$92.02
$460.12
$0.00
$314.57
$314.57
$0.00
$460.12
$460.12
$368.10
$832.81
$1,200.91
$0.00
$1,200.91
$1,200.91
$368.10
$406.59
$774.69
$0.00
$1,055.36
$1,055.36
$0.00
$629.16
$629.16

Annual City Contributions to Health Savings Accounts (HSAs)
$1,000 per year for single coverage and $2,000 per year for family coverage
Retiree Health Benefits
For non-union employees hired on or after January 1, 2020, the City will not pay any portion of the health
insurance premiums of the City of Moline’s group health insurance program for retired non-union
employees under the age of eligibility of Medicare. In lieu of paying a portion of the health insurance
premiums, the City will contribute one thousand dollars ($1,000) per year on the first full pay period
beginning on or after January 1 to a Retiree Health Savings account on behalf of non-union employees hired
on or after January 1, 2020, so long as they have been employed by the City for at least six (6) months. Said
employees will contribute $10.00 per pay period to their Retiree Health Savings account through a payroll
deduction, beginning at the same time the City makes the $1,000 contribution.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to amend the current agreement with
International City Management Association Retirement Corporation (ICMA-RC) to include
changes to retiree health insurance benefits implemented for non-union, FOP, IAFF, and
UAW employees hired on or after January 1, 2020.
PREPARED BY:

Elizabeth McKenzie, Human Resources Assistant

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager
Leah Miller, Human Resources Specialist

FISCAL IMPACT:

Budgeted for in 02-61 line items throughout the budget for
2021

GOALS IMPACTED:

N/A

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

ICMA-RC Vantagecare Retirement Health Savings (RHS)
Adoption Agreements

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to amend the ICMA-RC Retirement Health Savings Plans
to allow staff to execute changes to retiree health insurance benefits implemented for non-union,
FOP, IAFF, and UAW employees hired on or after January 1, 2020.
For said employees, the City will not pay any portion of the health insurance premiums of the City
of Moline’s group health insurance program for retired employees under the age of eligibility for
Medicare. In lieu of paying a portion of the health insurance premiums, the City will contribute
each year on the first full pay period beginning on or after January 1 to a Retiree Health Savings
account on behalf of non-probationary employees. The City’s contribution amount is established
by employee group. Said employees will contribute $10.00 per pay period to their Retiree Health
Savings account through a payroll deduction.
Additionally, the City is required to designate how forfeited funds under the plans are distributed.
Funds are forfeited when a plan participant dies with no surviving spouse or eligible dependents.
The City may choose to have the forfeited funds remain in the trust to be reallocated as outlined
in one of the following options:
1) among all plan participants with a balance as Direct Employer Contributions for the
next and succeeding contribution cycle(s);
2) on an equal dollar basis among all plan participants with a balance; or
3) among all plan participants based upon participant account balances.
Staff recommends option 2.

BACKGROUND
Employee and Employer contributions have not yet occurred. The first will be in January 2021 for
non-union and January 2022 for FOP. The first for IAFF and UAW will depend upon when new
employees are hired.
The designation of how forfeited funds within the plans should be disbursed is an issue that is new
since the last amendment to the Retirement Health Savings Plans. Should there be forfeited funds
at this time, ICMA would contact the City for further direction on how they should be handled.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
The City would have to reverse the change in retiree health benefits for the aforementioned
employee groups.
ICMA-RC requires the amendment to include a designation of how forfeited funds within the
plans should be disbursed.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Compliance with agreed non-union benefit package and negotiated contracts with FOP,
IAFF and UAW.
• The changes to retiree health benefits for non-union, FOP, IAFF and UAW employees
hired on or after 1/1/2020 are projected to be a savings to the City.
• Distributing the forfeited funds equally among all plan participants is the most equitable
solution.
Disadvantage:
• Non-compliance with agreed non-union benefits package and negotiated contracts with
FOP, IAFF and UAW could result in grievances or other legal action.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
ICMA-RC Vantagecare Retirement Health Savings (RHS) Adoption Agreements
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

00092
X
City of Moline

IL

01/01/2021
January 1 - December 31

City of Moline - Non-Union Employees

X

N/A

N/A

X

1,000.00

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with non-union employee group benefit
package approved by City Council

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with non-union employee group
benefit package approved by City Council
260.00

X

X

As set forth in the non-union employee group benefit package
approved by City Council.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

00089
X
City of Moline

IL

01/01/2021
January 1 - December 31

City of Moline - FOP Employees

X

Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 77

N/A

N/A

X

1,000.00

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.
260.00

X

X

In accordance with contract provisions.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

00147
X
City of Moline

IL

01/01/2021
January 1 - December 31

City of Moline - IAFF Employees

X

International Associate of Firefighters Local #581

N/A

N/A

X

1,000.00

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.
260.00

X

X

In accordance with contract provisions.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

00087
X
City of Moline

IL

01/01/2021
January 1 - December 31

City of Moline - UAW Employees

X

United Automobile Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers
of America (UAW) Local 2282 Amalgamated

N/A

N/A

X

750.00

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.
260.00

X

X

In accordance with contract provisions.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Human Resources Manager to execute a policy with
UnitedHealthcare-BP to provide reinsurance coverage for medical and prescription drug
benefit claims for a one-year period commencing on January 1, 2021.
PREPARED BY:

Elizabeth McKenzie, Human Resources Assistant

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Alison Fleming, Human Resources Manager
Stephanie Hancks, Benefits Coordinator

FISCAL IMPACT:

440-9964-415.03-22 - $472,478
441-9964-415.03-22 - $71,452
Total - $543,930
This number will change if vacant positions are filled. The
amount listed on the attached renewal form is based on the
average 2019 health plan enrollment and does not match the
amounts listed above which are based on the November
2020 enrollment plus the positions approved to be filled.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

UHC-BP Renewal Proposal

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to accept a one-year renewal provided by UHC-BP with
an overall increase of 8.3% to premiums and 15% experience refund available.
The renewal increase provided by UHC-BP is reasonable and below what the City’s Health
Benefits Consultant has seen in the reinsurance market when comparing contract terms currently
in place (advanced funding, experience refund, etc.). The stop loss market has hardened and
average renewal increases seen by the Health Benefits Consultant have been between 20-40% due
to:
•
•
•
•

Increase incidences in $1,000,000+ claims
High cost specialty pharmacy products
Potential long term COVID-19 impact
Lower interest rates

The renewal provided by UHC-BP is well below the 20-40% increases.
In addition, if another vender were used, there would be a $5.00 per member per month stop loss
carve out administrative fee charged by UMR to use an outside stop loss carrier. This is not

applicable if the renewal with UHC-BP is accepted. The estimated annual cost of this carve out
fee would be $23,280.
BACKGROUND
UHC-BP currently provides reinsurance for the City’s self-funded health plan. Reinsurance
coverage is applied to active employees and retirees not eligible for Medicare.
Reinsurance is purchased to provide protection to the health fund on two levels through specific
and aggregate plans.
•
•

Specific reinsurance provides protection on an individual basis. A deductible of $175,000
per covered member is applicable and if the deductible is satisfied, specific reinsurance
begins paying claims for that individual for the remainder of the year.
Aggregate reinsurance provides coverage for the plan as a whole to protect against
catastrophic situations where multiple individuals have large claims. A deductible of 125%
of “expected claims” as calculated by underwriters from UHC-BP is applicable for this
plan. The expected claims calculation is very conservative and is larger than the amount
calculated for budget purposes.

Additionally, UHC-BP offers an experience refund with regard to the specific reinsurance
calculated as follows:
•
•

Premiums Paid by the City - Claims Paid by UHC-BP for claims above $175,000 per
individual = Loss Ratio
Loss Ratio x 60% x 15% = Experience Refund

While the refund amount cannot yet be calculated for the 2020 plan year, the City received an
experience refund of $29,941.19 for the 2019 plan year. The experience refund offered at that time
was 25%.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
• Perform RFP for reinsurance products. RFPs were done for the 2019 and 2020 plan years
and no companies responded other than UHC-BP. The increase offered by UHC-BP is well
below the average encountered by the City’s Health Benefits Consultant.
• Increase/decrease specific and aggregate deductibles from current levels.
• Not purchase specific and aggregate reinsurance products for the health plan, thereby
exposing the health fund to additional risk. The City could consider not purchasing
aggregate reinsurance to save approximately $27,656 in 2020, but that should be part of a
larger conversation with regard to the City’s financial policies.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Competitive rates
• Provides protection to the Health Fund from high dollar claims
Disadvantage:
• Cost of these plans are high; however, they provide protection to the Health Fund and the
City.

SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
UHC-BP Renewal Proposal
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

UnitedHealthcare - BP Proposal
Proposed Schedule - Excess Loss Coverage
United HealthCare Insurance Company
Firm Offer
Group Name:

City of Moline

Original Proposal Prepared:
Revision Date:
Underwriter:
A.

10/1/2020

11/3/2020

SPECIFIC (INDIVIDUAL) EXCESS LOSS COVERAGE:
$175,000
Specific Deductible per covered person :

Single
Family
Composite

UMR
UnitedHealthcare Choice Plus

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

PAID / 12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

$51.04
$127.60
$98.96

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

$476,216

$0

$0

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

Contract Basis:
Monthly Premium Rates:

1/1/2021
12/2/2020

Administrator of the Plan:
Network of Plan:

Derek Rounds

Lifetime Amount per covered person:

Effective Date of Proposal:
Expiration Date of Proposal:

# Units

150
251
401

Annual
Separate Specific Deductible(s):

Additional Aggregating Specific Deductible:

Optional Specific Terminal Liability fee:

Run-in limit per person:
Covered Benefits under Specific:

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$17.81

$0.00

$0.00

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

$87,500

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Medical Yes

RX Yes

x Step-Down Deductible - with pre-qualified service at an OptumHealth Transplant Centers of Excellence Network Facility a 15% step down may apply/see page 2.
x Common Accident Provision included at no cost. (Not available in Wisconsin due to state regulation.)
x Specific Accommodation Reimbursement (12 months) is included at no cost.
x UHC-BP Pays as UMR Pays - Enhanced Accelerated Reimbursement see page 2.
x Independent Review Organization Coverage for Claim Appeals see page 2.
x Experience Refund is included. (Groups with an Aggregating Specific Deductible do not qualify)
B.

AGGREGATE EXCESS LOSS COVERAGE:
ASL Level:
Contract Basis:
Monthly Aggregate Factors:
# Units
Single
150
Family
251
Composite
401
Annual

Aggregate Run-In Limits:

125%

125%

125%

125%

125%

125%

PAID / 12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

$815.39
$2,038.47
$1,580.96

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

$7,607,566

$0

$0

$0

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

$912,908

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes
Yes
Rx Card
Covered Benefits under Aggregate:
Medical
Aggregate Premium:
$5.94
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
Annual Premium
$28,583
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
Optional Aggregate Accommodation (PSPM):
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Optional Aggregate Terminal Liability (PSPM):
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Minimum Annual Aggregate Attachment Point: Greater of quoted attachment point or 1st month's enrollment x 12 x monthly aggregate factors.
Company's Limit of Liability (Reimbursement Limit) 100% of payments in excess of the Annual Aggregate Attachment Point
to a maximum of $1,000,000.00.

C.

COMMISSIONS:

D.

PROPOSAL QUALIFICATIONS are shown on page 2.

0%
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UnitedHealthcare - BP Proposal
Group Name:

City of Moline

Proposal Qualifications

This proposal will not be considered firm until all additional requirements, disclosure requirements, and other qualifications have been received and approved by
UHC-BP. This proposal is based on the data submitted, plus other information furnished relevant to underwriting the risk, including statistics with reference to
premiums paid and claims incurred with the present carrier. UHC-BP will not be bound by any typographical errors contained herein. Subject to the qualifications
below, the proposal is valid for the stated effective date provided a signed application (if applicable) is received, and deposit premium on new groups arrives
before the expiration date on page 1.
X

Additional Data Requirements:
CLAIMS & LIVES THROUGH
9/30/2020
Please provide updated Large Claim Management information and individual claim runs. Subject to Medical Underwriting review.
Other Qualifications

X

X

X

X

Step-Down Deductible Requirement
This quote assumes acceptance of the OptumHealth Care Solution network, access includes the Centers of Excellence Networks. With a pre-qualified
service at an OptumHealth Transplant Center of Excellence Network Facility, the covered person's specific deductible will be reduced by 15% during the
policy period the benefit is paid by the Plan. Not applicable to lasered individuals.
UHC-BP Pays as UMR Pays - Enhanced Accelerated Reimbursement.
Accelerated Reimbursement is a process in which the stop loss carrier will expedite the eligible claim reimbursement to a group when an individual exceeds
the Individual Specific Deductible and Aggregating Specific Deductible, if applicable. Claim requests are paid prior to any audits. In the case of any
overpayment steps will be taken to recover.
Independent Review Organization - Claim Appeals
Claim appeals approved by an Independent Review Organization (IRO) as provided in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) will be
reimbursed according to the terms and conditions of the Excess Loss Policy.
Experience Refund
Groups may be eligible to receive an experience refund of up to 15% of the Specific Stop Loss premium.

Proposal Qualifications
X Quote is subject to receipt of completed Disclosure Statement and our acceptance of the same.
Underwriting reserves the right to change the terms and/or the conditions of coverage when the participation varies by more than 10% and/or whenever plan
X
or network changes occur.
X 75% minimum participation is required unless specifically approved by underwriting.
Plan needs to include utilization review, large case management, precertification and transplant network - Without these products the specific rates may
X
increase.
X Stop-loss coverage is for non-occupational injuries and illnesses.
X Government surcharges, pool charges, covered lives assessments, and PPO access fees are not covered by the Excess Loss Policy.
X Actively at work provision for employee and non-confinement provision for dependent's) waived subject to disclosure.
Plan Assumptions
X Assumes continuation of the current plan design, unless otherwise noted, using the network indicated on page 1.
Disclosure Qualifications
We will require updated diagnosis and prognosis including anticipated treatment and estimated costs for any claim exceeding 50% of the specific level as
X
well as details on any individual on a transplant waiting list.
X Pending claim report.
X Known confinements that have not yet generated a bill.
X Subrogated or denied claims.
X Quote is contingent on receipt/review of precertifications for more than three days during the past 6 months.
X All claimants reported in the request for proposal as being "deceased", "terminated", "waived", and "not covered" are excluded from stop-loss coverage.
X Quote is subject to receipt of completed Disclosure Statement and our acceptance of the same.
If we later learn of any material inaccuracy in such information, or failure or refusal to disclose any such information, including all claims or possible claims
X which you would know about, we may reject a claim to which such information applies, reject the application change the terms, conditions, premiums or void
coverage.
X PLEASE CIRCLE SELECTED OPTION on page 1. Client Signature is required :______________________________________________

Date:
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute a Law Enforcement Services
Agreement between the City of Moline and Universal Protection Services, LLC d/b/a Allied
Universal Security Services, setting for the terms for assignment of uniformed police officers
to the SouthPark Mall complex for the period January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2022
PREPARED BY:

Summer O’Leary, Executive Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Derke Price, Legal Counsel
Darren Gault, Chief of Police

FISCAL IMPACT:

Revenue of $127,000

GOALS IMPACTED:

A Great Place to Live

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Law Enforcement Services Agreement

PROPOSAL
In recognition of the success of this program, the City and mall representatives have annually
proposed an agreement for the continued funding of the program. In part, the agreement provides
the total hours that a police officer will be present in the mall, and for Universal Protection
Service LLC, d/b/a Allied Universal Security Services, to reimburse the City the sum of
$127,000. Staffing will be accomplished by allocating hours and days off among three officers
assigned to the program.
BACKGROUND
In 1996, the Police Department obtained a federal grant to assign three police officers to work in
SouthPark Mall on a full-time basis through March 1999. In recognition of the success of this
program, the City and mall representatives have annually proposed an agreement for the continued
funding of the program.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
Discontinue agreement.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Continue partnership.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES AGREEMENT

This Law Enforcement Services Agreement (referred to herein as the
"Agreement"), is made as of this __ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2020, by and between
Universal Protection Service, LLC, d/b/a Allied Universal Security Services (referred to
herein as "Allied Universal"), and City of Moline, Illinois (referred to herein as "Agency"),
based upon the following facts and circumstances:
A.
Allied Universal provides security officer services to the owner(s) of the
shopping center located at 4500 16th Street, Moline, Illinois and commonly known as
SouthPark Mall (referred to herein as the "Center"); and,

B.
Allied Universal desires to retain Agency to perform Law Enforcement
Services (as defined below) at the Center pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. In
consideration of the fees to be paid by Allied Universal to Agency and the covenants to be
performed by each of the parties hereunder, Allied Universal and Agency do hereby enter
into this Agreement upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth .
1.
Law Enforcement Services. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth
in this Agreement, Agency hereby agrees to provide Allied Universal with uniformed
officers ("Officers") to perform law enforcement functions at the Center (referred to herein
as the "Law Enforcement Services") at the times and for the amounts set forth and further
described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, which
exhibit may be modified by the parties from time to time to meet the specific needs of the
Center and the Age ncy. Agency's primary responsibility is to provide Officers to protect
life and property, to keep the peace , and to enforce local, state, and federal laws. Officers
working at the Center are subject to Agency's policies and procedures and, as such, are
required to observe Agency's standards of conduct and uniform and shall not be required
to perform tasks that are outside the routine services provided by Agency to the general
public. Discipline for Officers will be initiated by Agency only and Allied Universal shall
have no liability with respect to any disciplinary action taken against any Officer. It is
understood by the parties that Agency and its Officers do not owe a greater level of police
services or protection under this Agreement than is owed to the public generally. Agency
agrees that such Officers are not employees of Allied Universal.
2.
Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on January 1, 2021,
and shall expire on December 31, 2022, unless sooner terminated as provided for herein
or extended. Either party may terminate this Agreement at any time and without cause
upon ninety (90) days prior written notice unless the Center is sold to a third party or the
Center replaces Allied Universal as its security officer service provider at which time notice
shall be given as soon as practicable. Agency may, at its discretion, cancel any or all
contracted Law Enforcement Services at any time due to unavailability of Officers or
emergencies.
3.
Payment for Services. Allied Universal shall pay to Agency, within thirty
(30) days of receipt of an invoice from Agency, the agreed upon costs (as set forth in
Exhibit A) to Agency for providing the Law Enforcement Services at the Center.
4.
Indemnity/Release The City shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
Allied Universal, their subsidiaries, affiliates, partners, officers, directors, employees, and
agents, from and against all claims under the Workers Compensation, Occupational
Disease, or similar statutes for injury or illness resulting to the assigned employees from
such assignment. In addition, the City shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Allied
Universal, their subsidiaries, affiliates, partners, officers, directors, employees, and
agents, from and against all claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses (including
reasonable attorney fees}, suits, actions, or liability, whether at law or in equity, resulting

I

to third parties, the mall, its owners, managers, or tenants (including employees of tenants)
to the extent caused or allegedly caused by the negligence or willful and wanton
misconduct of the City, its employees, agents, or representatives which occurs during the
course of police activity by them at or from the mall pursuant to this agreement. Provided ,
however, that once the City accepts its responsibility to defend and indemnify Allied
Universal, any attorney fees incurred by Allied Universal by appointment of or employment
of additional counsel to that retained or assigned by the City shall be the sole and exclusive
cost and expense of Allied Universal and the City shall not be liable therefor. Similarly,
Allied Universal shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Agency, its officers,
directors, employees, and agents, from and against all claims, demands, damages, costs,
expenses (including reasonable attorney fees), suits, actions, or liability, whether at law
or in equity asserted by or resulting to third parties, the mall, its owners, managers, or
tenants (including employees of tenants) to the extent caused or allegedly caused by the
negligence or the willful and wanton misconduct of Allied Universal's employees, agents,
or representatives which occurs during the course of activity by them at or from the mall

5.
Notices. All notices, demands, requests and other communications
hereunder shall be in writing either personally delivered or mailed, via certified mail, return
receipt requested, or sent by reputable overnight courier to the following addresses:
If to AlliedBarton, to : Universal Protection Service, LLC,
d/b/a Allied Universal Security Services
10255 W Higgins Suite 630
Rosemont, IL 60018
Attention: Stephen Long,
Vice President of Operations
stephen .long@aus.com
If to Agency, to :

City of Moline
619 16th Street
Moline, IL 61 265
Attn : Police Chief
Darren J. Gault
dgault@moline. ii. us
With a copy to City Attorney
Ancel Glink
1979 N. Mill St., Suite 207
Naperville, IL 60563
Attn: Atty. Derke Price

or to such other address as either party may direct by notice given to the other as
hereinabove provided . Notices will be deemed to have been given upon either receipt or
rejection. For notices to be delivered to Allied Universal, a copy shall also be sent to the
manager for the Center.

6.

Miscellaneous.

A.
If any term of this Agreement is found to be void or invalid, such
invalidity shall not affect the remaining terms of this Agreement, which shall continue in
full force and effect.
B.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the state in which the Center is located.
2

In the event of any dispute or legal proceeding between the parties
arising out of or relating to this Agreement or its breach, the prevailing party shall be
entitled to recover from the non-prevailing party all fees, costs and expenses, including
but not limited to attorneys' and expert witness fees , incurred in connection with such
dispute or legal proceeding.
C.

D.
Except as the parties may specify in writing, neither party shall have
the authority, express or implied, to act on behalf of the other party in any capacity
whatsoever as an agent. Neither party shall have any authority, express or implied ,
pursuant to this Agreement to bind the other to any obligation whatsoever.

E.
Agency's relationship to Allied Universal shall be that of an
independent contractor. All Officers furnished by Agency will be employees of Agency
only, and will at all times be subject to the direct supervision and control of Agency. Agency
shall have the sole responsibility of paying the salaries, statutory benefits (including
Worker's Compensation) , insurance, taxes (including, but not limited to, Federal Social
Security Taxes and Federal and State Unemployment Taxes) and all other expenses
relating to each such employee of Agency, as applicable.
F.
Waiver by either party of any default, breach or condition precedent
shall not be construed as a waiver of any other default, breach or condition precedent or
any other right thereu nder.

G.
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding of the parties and supersedes all offers, negotiations and other
agreements. There are no representations or understandings of any kind not set f~rth
herein . Any amendment to this Agreement must be in writing and executed by both parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of

the date aforesaid.

: '•-¥ ~:

Universal Protection Service, LLC ,

Title:

Vp

o~

Cc-<'

-A\-; ~AS

Sewices

City of Moline, Illinois

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mayor
Attest:
City Clerk
Approved as to Form:
City Attorney
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Exhibit A
One Moline Police Officer will be assigned to SouthPark Mall ("Center") during the
hours of:

Friday
2:00 - 9:30 pm
7 .5 hours
Saturday
2:00 - 9:30 pm
7.5 hours
Sunday - Thursday are flexible by agreement with the mall manager.
Total Hours per week 44 Hours (2288 hours annually)
1. Allied Universal shall remit a total annual payment of One hundred twenty-seven
thousand and 00/100 dollars ($127,000.00) to the City of Moline for Law
Enforcement Services to be paid in equal installments on a quarterly basis. The
City will invoice Allied Universal on a quarterly basis for this payment as well as for
any additional overtime costs incurred in the prior quarter.
2. The Officer assigned at the Center will not be dispatched off site for routine calls,
however in the event of an emergency the Officer may be required to respond until
such time as they can be replaced at the emergency and return to the Center.
When such an emergency occurs, the Officer will notify Allied Universal personnel.
3. Every attempt will be made to use other manpower to transport arrestees away
from the Center for booking . If the Officer assigned to the Center needs to
transport an arrestee, the Officer will notify Allied Universal personnel.
4. The City will make reasonable attempts to backfill the position at the Center if the
Officer assigned is unable to work due to sickness or other unforeseen
circumstances.
5. For special events or other special needs outside the regular schedule or staffing
levels, Allied Universal will request additional officers with at least 48 hours written
notice, and City will provide additional officers at a rate of $55.50 per hour as long
as the City does not have to call in officers for overtime to fill the request. If the
City has to call in overtime to provide officers, the rate charged to the Allied
Universal shall be time and a half of the above rate. All overtime work shall be
performed and paid in two hour increments.
6. The hours of the Officer assigned to the Center may be flexed with prior agreement
between the Senior Property Manager of the Center and the Chief of Police.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
An Ordinance levying and assessing taxes for the City of Moline, Illinois, for the tax levy year
2020, collectible in the year 2021, and enacting an ordinance relating to the same subject matter.
PREPARED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance Administrative Assistant & Carol
A. Barnes, Finance Director

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

The levy must be passed and filed with the Rock Island
County Clerk in order to extend property taxes for the
municipal portion of the property tax bill; it will fund a
portion of the 2021 budget.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on December 1, 2020 under “Items Not on
Consent” for first reading

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks City Council approval of the Property Tax Levy for tax levy year 2020, collectible in
2021.
BACKGROUND
Annually, the City of Moline levies a tax on all real property within the City. It is collectible the
following year and utilized as a revenue source for the Budget. The recommended 2020 Tax Levy
is $15,803,922, $100,000 less than the previous year. No public hearing is required as the levy is
less than 105% of the previous year.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During recent 2021 budget discussions, the Council determined that the amount of money
estimated to be necessary to be raised by taxation upon the taxable property within the City of
Moline, Illinois, for general corporate and special municipal purposes is $15,803,922, and the levy
for general corporate fund purposes and levies for separate special fund purposes are set forth and
designated as follows:
$5,648,250
6,416,320
1,078,042
2,661,310

Police Pension Fund
Fire Pension Fund
Park Fund
Library Fund

$15,803,922 Total Tax Levy

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes in the amount of $15,803,922 for the
City of Moline, balances the 2021 budget.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
An Ordinance levying a Special AD VALOREM TAX within the City of Moline, Illinois, Special
Service Area #5, of the City of Moline. Illinois
PREPARED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance Administrative Assistant & Carol
A. Barnes, Finance Director

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

Special services provided will be paid by the property
owners within the established Special Service Area #5.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on December 1, 2020 under “Items Not on
Consent” for first reading

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to approve to levy a Special AD VALOREM TAX for the
Special Service Area #5 , for the tax levy year 2020, collectible in the year 2021.
BACKGROUND
On November 15, 2005, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4068-2005 establishing a Special
Service Area #5. As provided by the Special Service Area Act, the services are to be provided
through a levy of an annual property tax.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During 2020, Rock Island County obtained new software for the extension of property taxes.
Where an SSA is within a TIF District, the software automatically defaults to use of the Base
EAV of the TIF (rather than using the current EAV) as the manner of applying the TIF Act. This
is a departure from prior practice of the County which results in an unintended increase in the tax
bill and a windfall to the TIF District.
For this year’s levy, the City needs to compensate for the unintended consequences of this
change in calculation methodology by determining the ratio of Base EAV to the Current EAV
for the properties in each SSA, and then dividing the SSA levy request by that ratio. This will
require setting forth only a fraction of the amount needed in the levy ordinance but, through the

County’s extension using the Base EAV, that fraction will generate the full amount needed
through the TIF. The City will then transfer those dollars from the TIF to the SSA to fulfill their
request.
As a result, for the tax levy year 2020, the amount requested in the SSA #5 levy ordinance totals
$7,750, but will generate $132,475 through the TIF. The City will then transfer $132,475 from
the TIF into SSA #5 to fulfill their 2021 budget request. No public hearing is required as the
levy is less than 105% of the previous year. This ordinance must be filed with the County Clerk
by the last Tuesday in December 2020.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes for SSA #5 in the amount of $7,750
will generate $132,475 collectible through the TIF, an amount sufficient to fulfill the SSA #5
2021 Budget Request.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
An Ordinance levying a Special AD VALOREM TAX within the City of Moline, Illinois, Special
Service Area #6, of the City of Moline. Illinois
PREPARED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance Administrative Assistant & Carol
A. Barnes, Finance Director

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

Special services provided will be paid by the property
owners within the established Special Service Area #6.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on December 1, 2020 under “Items Not on
Consent” for first reading

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to approve to levy a Special AD VALOREM TAX for the
Special Service Area #6, for the tax levy year 2020, collectible in the year 2021.
BACKGROUND
On July 15, 2008, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4034-2008 establishing Special Service
Area #6. As provided by the Special Service Area Act, the services are to be provided through a
levy of an annual property tax.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During 2020, Rock Island County obtained new software for the extension of property taxes.
Where an SSA is within a TIF District, the software automatically defaults to use of the Base
EAV of the TIF (rather than using the current EAV) as the manner of applying the TIF Act. This
is a departure from prior practice of the County which results in an unintended increase in the tax
bill and a windfall to the TIF District.
For this year’s levy, the City needs to compensate for the unintended consequences of this
change in calculation methodology by determining the ratio of Base EAV to the Current EAV
for the properties in each SSA, and then dividing the SSA levy request by that ratio. This will
require setting forth only a fraction of the amount needed in the levy ordinance but, through the
County’s extension using the Base EAV, that fraction will generate the full amount needed

through the TIF. The City will then transfer those dollars from the TIF to the SSA to fulfill their
request.
As a result, for the tax levy year 2020, the amount requested in the SSA #6 levy ordinance totals
$92,500, but will generate $269,255 through the TIF. The City will then transfer $269,255 from
the TIF into SSA #6 to fulfill their 2021 budget request. No public hearing is required as the
levy is less than 105% of the previous year. This ordinance must be filed with the County Clerk
by the last Tuesday in December 2020.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes for SSA #6 in the amount of $92,500,
will generate $269,255 collectible through the TIF, an amount sufficient to fulfill SSA #6 2021
Budget Request.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute and attest to a Professional
Services Agreement with HR Green, Inc. for Water System Risk and Resilience Assessment
and Emergency Response Plant Professional Engineering Service Agreement for the
amount of $24,755.00.
PREPARED BY:

Rhonda Bartz, Public Works Executive Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Tony Loete, Utilities General Manager

FISCAL IMPACT:

$24,755.00; 310-1711-434.03-22.

GOALS IMPACTED:

A Great Place to Live

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Proposal and Contract

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to enter into an agreement with HR Green, Inc. for Water
System Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plant Professional Engineering
Service Agreement for the amount of $24,755.00.
BACKGROUND
US EPA requires all water systems serving communities over population of 3300 to assess their
risk and resilience and create resulting emergency response plans. For communities our size,
due dates for these tasks are June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2021, respectively. Staff initially
planned to do this internally, but now believes a professional engineering consultant is needed.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
This work cannot be completed internally with existing staffing levels and is a requirement of
the US EPA. City staff solicited proposals and received ten responses. The section team deemed
the top five respondents to be relatively equal. Given the similarity of the proposals, cost was
considered. HR Green, Inc. was selected and has agreed to a fee of $24,755.00 to complete this
work.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Advantage: Remain in compliance with AWIA and with US EPA.
Disadvantage: Even with the consultant managing this project, there will a considerable
amount of work for internal staff.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
Proposal and Contract
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
For
Water System Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plant
Professional Engineering Service Agreement

Mayor Stephanie Acri
City of Moline
616 16th ST
Moline, IL 61265
Water System #1610450
309.524.2000

Ravi S. Jayaraman, PE
Senior Project Manager
HR Green, Inc.
420 Front Street
McHenry, IL, 60050
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THIS AGREEMENT is between CITY OF MOLINE (hereafter “CLIENT”) and HR GREEN, INC.
(hereafter "COMPANY").
1.0

Project Understanding

1.1

General Understanding
The America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA) requires community water
systems serving more than 3,300 people to conduct a Risk and Resilience Assessment
(RRA) and prepare or revise an Emergency Response Plan (ERP). The communities
have to submit a certification to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) for
each (RRA and ERP). In general, the AWIA considerations for RRA and ERP include:
RRA
• Risks to the water system from malevolent acts and natural hazards
• Resilience of system components
• Monitoring practices for such things as operations, water quality, energy, and security
• Financial Infrastructure of the Utility
• Use, storage, and handling of various chemicals
• Operations and maintenance
ERP
• Strategies and resources to improve resilience, including physical and cyber security
• Plans and procedures that can be implemented and identification of equipment that
can be utilized in the event of a malevolent act or natural hazards that threaten the
ability to supply safe drinking water
• Actions, procedure, and equipment to lessen the impact on public health and safety
and supply of safe drinking water from a malevolent act or natural hazard
• Strategies that can be used to aid in the detection of malevolent acts or natural
hazards that threaten the security of the water system
In response to the requirements of AWIA, CLIENT seeks assistance with conducting a
RRA and preparation of an ERP. Based on the population served by the CLIENT, the
RRA needs to be completed and certification submitted to U.S. EPA by June 30, 2021.
An ERP certification should be submitted within 6 months of RRA, but not later than
December 30, 2021. This assessment is to be accomplished in a collaborative manner in
which COMPANY and appropriate representatives of the CLIENT would participate. The
CLIENT has retained COMPANY to complete an RRA & ERP for the water facilities listed
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mississippi River Intake
One (1) Water Treatment Plant
Four (4) Elevated Storage Tanks, with one tank typically empty
Two (2) Ground Storage Tanks

CLIENT is requesting assistance from COMPANY to complete the Risk and Resilience
Assessment and development of an ERP per requirements of the AWIA.
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1.2

Design Criteria/Assumptions
•

The project will follow the Risk Assessment Methodology detailed in AWWA J-10010: Risk and Resilience Management of Water and Wastewater Systems to
complete the Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA).
The project will follow AWWA G440-17: Emergency Preparedness Practices and
AWWA Manual M-19: Emergency Planning for Water and Wastewater Utilities to
complete the Emergency Response Plan (ERP).
According to the AWWA J-100 methodology, the steps to be completed are as
follows:
1. Asset Characterization – identify critical assets
2. Threat Characterization – select appropriate threats and hazards
3. Consequence Analysis – calculate consequences for each threat-asset pair
4. Vulnerability Analysis – estimate effectiveness of existing mitigation measures
5. Threat Likelihood Analysis – calculate threat likelihood
6. Risk and Resilience Analysis – calculate baseline risk and resilience
Each major task will include specific work products and deliverables.
Design review workshops will be conducted with the CLIENT’s personnel, key
individuals from the COMPANY’s project team and others as needed at critical
milestones as identified in the following section.
Complete RRA using USEPA VSAT Web 2.0 Tool.

•
•

•
•
•
2.0

Scope of Services
The CLIENT agrees to employ COMPANY to perform the following services:

2.1

Project Coordination and Management
•
•
•

•

Version2.1

COMPANY shall provide project management services for duration of the project
(Anticipated to be 9 months).
Project Kick-off Meeting: Schedule a project kick-off meeting with the CLIENT staff
to discuss in detail the tasks associated with the RRA and ERP.
To recognize the current uncertainty with COVID-19, we will minimize our face-toface meetings and site visits as much as appropriate to complete this work while
practicing social distancing recommendations by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Although site visits are still recommended to complete a holistic
risk and resilience assessment, these visits will be completed during a time when
COVID-19 risks are low. Further, the Kick-off Meeting, Workshop, and various
other meetings to discuss draft reports can be completed using video
conferencing. At the time of the notice to proceed, COMPANY will coordinate with
the CLIENT to understand CLIENT preferences for face-to-face or video
conference meetings and to schedule the most appropriate time for a site visit.
The information provided by the CLIENT to the COMPANY is CONFIDENTIAL and
the COMPANY shall secure the information provided by the CLIENT and
reasonably protect said information from disclosure by COMPANY personnel or a
security breach of COMPANY’s information technology systems.
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2.2

Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA)

2.2.1 Asset Characterization
The first step in the RRA, is asset characterization. As part of the AWIA requirements,
each utility must identify critical assets within the following ten asset categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Physical Barriers
Source water
Pipes and constructed conveyances, water collection, and intake
Pretreatment and treatment
Storage and distribution facilities
Electronic, computer, or other automated systems (including the security of such
systems)
7. Monitoring practices
8. Financial infrastructure
9. The use, storage, or handling of chemicals
10. The operation and maintenance of the system
COMPANY has the following approach for asset characterization:
i.

COMPANY will conduct a system evaluation for the water system assets identified
at the above facilities. The evaluation will result in documentation of the function,
communication, control, power, and existing security measures at each facility.
COMPANY will provide a photo log within the RRA. Site visits will include not
more than two COMPANY team members, three (3) days are planned for this
effort. CLIENT has expressed willingness to assist with conducting the water
system evaluation as needed, with the intention to lower the fee for this task.
COMPANY appreciates the offer of assistance and may request assistance up to
a maximum of eight (8) hours from the CLIENT.

ii.

COMPANY staff will identify and document the following items for each facility:
SCADA systems, entry control procedures, hazardous chemicals, and
interdependences of treatment systems, power systems, and communication
systems.

iii.

COMPANY will develop a preliminary critical asset characterization based on the
site visits. COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop to discuss whether the
CLIENT agrees with the preliminary asset characterization and whether any
assets should be added or removed. The workshop attendees will include no
more than two COMPANY team members and combined six (6) hours planned for
this workshop. CLIENT has expressed willingness to assist with gathering
information requested by the COMPANY to conduct the desktop evaluations
detailed in following sections, with the intention to lower the fee for this task.
COMPANY appreciates the offer of assistance and may request assistance up to
a maximum of four (4) hours from the CLIENT.

2.2.2 Threat Characterization
The second step is to perform threat characterization. As a guideline, EPA has identified
threat categories for malevolent acts, natural hazards, and dependency/proximity threats.
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Each critical asset will be assigned the most relevant and probable threats that may
adversely affect CLIENT facilities.
i.

COMPANY will first assign 2-3 of the most likely threat scenarios to pair with each
critical asset based on the initial site visit and CLIENT staff discussions.
COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop (see 2.2.1.iii) to discuss whether the
CLIENT agrees with the preliminary threat assignments for each critical asset and
whether other threat scenarios should be added. Based on CLIENT input,
COMPANY will make adjustments and finalize the threat characterization analysis.

ii.

2.2.3 Vulnerability Analysis
The Vulnerability Analysis estimates the likelihood that each specific threat or hazard,
given it occurs, will damage the asset while considering the utility’s existing
countermeasures. Vulnerability analysis involves an examination of existing security
capabilities and structural components, as well as counter measures/mitigation measures
and their effectiveness in reducing damages from threats and hazards.
i.

COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop (see 2.2.1.iii) to assess the utility’s
ability to detect, delay, and respond to the threats assigned to each critical asset.

2.2.4 Threat Analysis
Threat analysis estimates the likelihood of malevolent attack, dependency/proximity
hazard, or natural hazard based on several factors for threat likelihood.
i.

The threat analysis will be developed in-house after obtaining some additional
information on threat likelihood factors from the CLIENT during the workshop
discussed in 2.2.1.iii.

2.2.5 Consequence Analysis
Consequence analysis is the identification and estimation of reasonable consequences
generated by each specific threat-asset combination. Consequences that are quantified
include utility financial consequences (asset replacement costs, remediation costs and
revenue lost), regional economic consequences (regional economy impacts due to
service outages), and public health impacts (injuries and fatalities). The consequence
analysis will be completed in-house.
i.

ii.
iii.

If data is available, CLIENT will provide COMPANY with original construction
costs associated with all critical assets. COMPANY will calculate the present
worth of the provided construction cost data to estimate an asset replacement
cost.
If CLIENT, does not have original construction cost data, COMPANY will provide
approximate cost estimates for critical asset replacement. COMPANY will
develop the cost estimates as an additional service.
COMPANY will develop a consequence matrix, which will include the assumptions
made to quantify consequences.

2.2.6 Risk and Resilience Analysis
Once the above steps are completed, the risk and resilience analysis is conducted. The
risk and resilience analysis will calculate a baseline risk for each asset/threat pair,
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quantified as a monetary value. Risk and Resilience analysis creates the foundation for
selecting strategies and tactics to counter or mitigate disabling events by establishing
priorities based on the levels of risk and resilience and the extent they can be improved.
The risk and resilience analysis will be completed in-house.
2.2.7 Submit Draft RRA to CLIENT
Upon completion of an internal quality control review, COMPANY will submit two hard
copies of the draft RRA to CLIENT for review. A meeting will be held to discuss the
results of the RRA and obtain CLIENT comments.
2.2.8 Finalize RRA and Submittal of Certification to U.S. EPA
The CLIENT review comments on the draft RRA will be incorporated and final RRA will
be submitted to CLIENT. Two hard copies will be submitted to the CLIENT. CLIENT to
submit certification to U.S. EPA per Agency guidelines that the RRA has been completed.
2.2.9

Presentation of RRA Recommendations to City Council
Attend one virtual meeting to present the recommendations of the Risk and Resilience
Assessment (RRA) to CLIENT’s elected leadership (City Council).

2.3

Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

2.3.1 Submit Draft ERP to CLIENT
The recommendations from the RRA will be incorporated into the ERP. Upon completion
of an internal quality control review, COMPANY will submit two hard copies of the draft
ERP to CLIENT for review. A meeting will be held to discuss and obtain CLIENT review
comments.
2.3.2 Finalize ERP and Submittal of Certification to U.S. EPA
The review comments on the draft ERP will be incorporated and final ERP will be
submitted to CLIENT. Two hard copies will be submitted to CLIENT. CLIENT to submit
certification to U.S. EPA per Agency guidelines that the ERP has been completed.
3.0

Deliverables and Schedules Included in this Agreement
Notice to Proceed:
Workshop #1 for Risk and Resiliency Assessment (RRA)
Submit draft RRA to the CLIENT
Meeting to discuss draft RRA
Submit final RRA to the CLIENT
Virtual Presentation to CLIENT’s Council
Draft ERP………………………………………………………………
Final ERP………………………………………………………………

December 9, 2020
Week of Feb.22, 2021
Week of May 3, 2021
Week of May 17, 2021
Week of May 31, 2021
Week of June 14, 2021
Week of Aug 30, 2021
Week of Oct 4, 2021

This schedule was prepared to include reasonable allowances for review and approval
times required by the CLIENT and public authorities having jurisdiction over the project.
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This schedule shall be equitably adjusted as the project progresses, allowing for changes
in the scope of the project requested by the CLIENT or for delays or other causes beyond
the control of COMPANY.
4.0

Items not included in Agreement/Supplemental Services
The following items are not included as part of this agreement:
1. Develop cost estimates for critical asset replacement.
2. Countermeasure Analysis Assessment, which is considered optional by the EPA
VSAT Web 2.0 tool.
Supplemental services not included in the agreement can be provided by COMPANY under
separate agreement, if desired.

5.0

Services by Others
N/A

6.0

Client Responsibilities
1. Reasonable access to CLIENT’s facilities for data collection
2. Provide copies of previous Vulnerability Assessments and Emergency Response
Plan.
3. Timely review of draft submittals
4. Provide personnel knowledgeable about operations and maintenance of facilities to be
available for discussions, accompany COMPANY on site visits, and to answer
questions.
5. Provide personnel knowledgeable about City emergency response to be available for
discussions, participate in workshops, and to answer questions, as needed.
6. Provide data on past construction costs for existing critical assets.
7. Submit RRA and certification to US EPA that the RRA has been completed.
8. Submit ERP and certification to US EPA that the ERP has been completed.

7.0

Professional Services Fee

7.1

Fees
The fee for services will be based on COMPANY standard hourly rates current at the time
the Agreement is signed. These standard hourly rates are subject to change upon 30 days’
written notice. Non-salary expenses directly attributable to the project such as: (i) living and
traveling expenses of employees when away from the home office on business connected
with the project; (ii) identifiable communication expenses; (iii) identifiable reproduction costs
applicable to the work; and (iv) outside services will be charged in accordance with the rates
current at the time the service is done.

7.2

Invoices
Invoices for COMPANY’s services shall be submitted, on a monthly basis and processed
as provided for in the Illinois Local Government Prompt Payment Act. Extra Services
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Any service required but not included as part of this Agreement shall be considered extra
services. Extra services will be billed on a Time and Material basis with prior approval of
the CLIENT.
7.3

Exclusion
This fee does not include attendance at any meetings or public hearings other than those
specifically listed in the Scope of Services. These service items are considered extra and
are billed separately on an hourly basis.

7.4

Payment
The CLIENT AGREES to pay COMPANY on the following basis:
Time and material basis with a Not to Exceed fee of 24,755.00. The breakdown of fee
between RRA and ERP is as follows:
Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA) – inclusive of site visits for
Asset Characterization, Vulnerability Analysis, Threat Analysis,
Consequence Analysis, Cybersecurity Assessment using AWWA
Cybersecurity Assessment Tool, Risk and Resilience Assessment
using VSAT open-web software Version 2.0

$16,685.00

Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

$ 8,070.00

TOTAL NOT-TO-EXCEED FEE

$24,755.00
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8.0

Terms and Conditions
The following Terms and Conditions are incorporated into this Agreement and made a part of it.

8.1

Standard of Care
Services provided by COMPANY under this Agreement will be performed in a manner consistent with that
degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the same profession currently practicing at the same
time and in the same or similar locality. COMPANY shall be solely responsible for ensuring that all work
performed under this AGREEMENT is performed by employees who have obtained and maintain those
necessary licenses, accreditations and degrees required by law. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary,
where the services provided under this Agreement are within the scope of a professional licensing statute (e.g.
Professional Engineering Practice Act of 1989, as amended), the standard of care required by law, if any, shall
apply to such work.

8.2

Entire Agreement
This Agreement and its attachments constitute the entire understanding between CLIENT and COMPANY
relating to COMPANY’s services. Any prior or contemporaneous agreements, promises, negotiations, or
representations not expressly set forth herein are of no effect. Subsequent modifications or amendments to this
Agreement shall be in writing and signed by the parties to this Agreement. If the CLIENT, its officers, agents,
or employees request COMPANY to perform extra services pursuant to this Agreement, then COMPANY must
memorialize that request in an work order signed by the City Administrator or Director of Public Works in
accordance with City Ordinances. When so memorialized, CLIENT will pay for the additional services even
though an additional written agreement is not issued or signed.

8.3

Time Limit and Commencement of Services
This Agreement must be executed within ninety (90) days to be accepted under the terms set forth herein. The
services will be commenced immediately upon receipt of this signed Agreement.

8.4

Suspension of Services
If the Project or the COMPANY’S services are suspended by the CLIENT for more than thirty (30) calendar
days, consecutive or in the aggregate, over the term of this Agreement, the COMPANY shall be compensated
for all services performed and reimbursable expenses incurred prior to the receipt of notice of suspension.
If the COMPANY’S services are suspended for more than ninety (90) days, consecutive or in the aggregate, the
COMPANY may terminate this Agreement upon giving not less than five (5) calendar days' written notice to the
CLIENT.
If the CLIENT is in breach of this Agreement, the COMPANY may suspend performance of services upon five
(5) calendar days' notice to the CLIENT. The COMPANY shall have no liability to the CLIENT and the CLIENT
agrees to make no claim for any delay or damage as a result of such suspension caused by any breach of this
Agreement by the CLIENT. Upon receipt of payment in full of all outstanding sums due from the CLIENT, or
curing of such other breach which caused the COMPANY to suspend services, the COMPANY shall resume
services and there shall be an equitable adjustment to the remaining project schedule and fees as a result of
the suspension.

8.5

Books and Accounts
COMPANY will maintain books and accounts of payroll costs, travel, subsistence, field, and incidental expenses
for a period of five (5) years. Said books and accounts will be available at all reasonable times for examination
by CLIENT at the corporate office of COMPANY during that time.

8.6

Insurance

COMPANY will maintain the following insurance for the duration of this Agreement:
8.6.1

General Liability

COMPANY shall maintain commercial general liability (CGL) and, if necessary, commercial umbrella
insurance with a limit of not less than $1,000,000 for each occurrence and Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) in
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the aggregate for bodily injury and property. If such CGL insurance contains a general aggregate limit, it shall
apply separately to this Agreement. CGL insurance shall be written on Insurance Services Office (ISO)
occurrence form CG 00 01 04 13, or a substitute form providing equivalent coverage, and shall cover liability
arising from premises, operations, products-completed operations, personal injury and advertising injury, and
liability assumed under an insured contract. CLIENT shall be included as an additional insured under the CGL
and under the commercial umbrella, if any. This insurance shall apply as primary insurance with respect to
any other insurance or self-insurance afforded to the CLIENT. There shall be no endorsement or modification
of the CGL limiting the scope of coverage for liability arising from explosion, collapse, or underground property
damage.
8.6.2

Automobile Liability

COMPANY shall maintain business auto liability and, if necessary, commercial umbrella liability insurance with
a limit of not less than $1,000,000 for each accident. Such insurance shall cover liability arising out of any hired
and non-owned autos. If necessary, the policy shall be endorsed to provide contractual liability coverage.
8.6.3

Workers’ Compensation

COMPANY shall maintain workers compensation as required by statute and employers liability insurance. The
commercial umbrella and/or employers liability limits shall not be less than $1,000,000 for each accident for
bodily injury by accident or for each employee for bodily injury by disease.
8.6.4

Professional Liability

COMPANY shall maintain professional liability and, if necessary, professional umbrella liability insurance with a
limit of not less than $2,000,000 for each claim arising out of the performance of professional services and
$3,000,000 aggregate.

8.7

Termination or Abandonment
Either party has the option to terminate this Agreement. In the event of failure by the other party to perform in
accordance with the terms hereof through no fault of the terminating party, then the obligation to provide further
services under this Agreement may be terminated upon seven (7) days’ written notice. If any portion of the
services is terminated or abandoned by CLIENT, the provisions of this Schedule of Fees and Conditions in
regard to compensation and payment shall apply insofar as possible to that portion of the services not terminated
or abandoned. If said termination occurs prior to completion of any phase of the project, the fee for services
performed during such phase shall be based on work performed and expenses incurred up to the date of the
termination.

8.8

Waiver
COMPANY's waiver of any term, condition, or covenant or breach of any term, condition, or covenant, shall not
constitute a waiver of any other term, condition, or covenant, or the breach thereof.

8.9

Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid, illegal, or incapable of being enforced by any Court of
competent jurisdiction, all of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless continue in full force
and effect, and no provision shall be deemed dependent upon any other provision unless so expressed herein.

8.10

Successors and Assigns
All of the terms, conditions, and provisions hereof shall inure to the benefit of and are binding upon the parties
hereto, and their respective successors and assigns, provided, however, that no assignment of this Agreement
shall be made without written consent of the parties to this Agreement.

8.11

Third-Party Beneficiaries
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create a contractual relationship with or a cause of action in favor of
a third party against either the CLIENT or the COMPANY. The COMPANY’s services under this Agreement are
being performed solely for the CLIENT’s benefit, and no other party or entity shall have any claim against the
COMPANY because of this Agreement or the performance or nonperformance of services hereunder. The
CLIENT and COMPANY agree to require a similar provision in all contracts with contractors, subcontractors,
sub-consultants, vendors and other entities involved in this project to carry out the intent of this provision.
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8.12

Governing Law and Jurisdiction
The CLIENT and the COMPANY agree that this Agreement and any legal actions concerning its validity,
interpretation and performance shall be governed by the laws of the State of Illinois without regard to any conflict
of law provisions, which may apply the laws of other jurisdictions.
It is further agreed that any legal action between the CLIENT and the COMPANY arising out of this Agreement
or the performance of the services shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction in the State of Illinois.

8.13

Dispute Resolution
Mediation. In an effort to resolve any conflicts that arise during the design or construction of the project or
following the completion of the project, the CLIENT and COMPANY agree that all disputes between them
arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be submitted to non-binding mediation unless the parties
mutually agree otherwise.
.

8.14

Attorney’s Fees
If litigation arises for purposes of collecting fees or expenses due under this Agreement, the Court in such
litigation shall award reasonable costs and expenses, including attorney fees, to the party justly entitled thereto.
In awarding attorney fees, the Court shall not be bound by any Court fee schedule, but shall, in the interest of
justice, award the full amount of reasonable costs, expenses, and attorney fees paid or incurred in good faith.

8.15

Ownership of Instruments of Service
All reports, plans, specifications, field data, field notes, laboratory test data, calculations, estimates and other
documents including all documents on electronic media prepared by COMPANY as instruments of service shall
be the property of both the COMPANY and the Client. COMPANY shall retain these records for a period of five
(5) years following completion/submission of the records, during which period they will be made available to the
CLIENT at all reasonable times.

8.16

Reuse of Documents
All project documents including, but not limited to, plans and specifications furnished by COMPANY under this
project are intended for use on this project only. Any reuse, without specific written verification or adoption by
COMPANY, shall be at the CLIENT's sole risk, and CLIENT shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless
COMPANY from all claims, damages and expenses including attorney's fees arising out of or resulting
therefrom.
Under no circumstances shall delivery of electronic files for use by the CLIENT be deemed a sale by the
COMPANY, and the COMPANY makes no warranties, either express or implied, of merchantability and fitness
for any particular purpose. In no event shall the COMPANY be liable for indirect or consequential damages as
a result of the CLIENT’s use or reuse of the electronic files.

8.17

Failure to Abide by Design Documents or To Obtain Guidance

8.18

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
As part of the Deliverables, COMPANY may submit to the CLIENT an opinion of probable cost required to
construct work recommended, designed, or specified by COMPANY, if required by CLIENT. COMPANY is not
a construction cost estimator or construction contractor, nor should COMPANY’S rendering an opinion of
probable construction costs be considered equivalent to the nature and extent of service a construction cost
estimator or construction contractor would provide. This requires COMPANY to make a number of assumptions
as to actual conditions that will be encountered on site; the specific decisions of other design professionals
engaged; the means and methods of construction the contractor will employ; the cost and extent of labor,
equipment and materials the contractor will employ; contractor's techniques in determining prices and market
conditions at the time, and other factors over which COMPANY has no control. Given the assumptions which
must be made, COMPANY cannot guarantee the accuracy of its opinions of cost, and in recognition of that fact,
the CLIENT waives any claim against COMPANY relative to the accuracy of COMPANY’S opinion of probable
construction cost.
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8.19

Design Information in Electronic Form
Because electronic file information can be easily altered, corrupted, or modified by other parties, either
intentionally or inadvertently, without notice or indication, COMPANY reserves the right to remove itself from its
ownership and/or involvement in the material from each electronic medium not held in its possession. CLIENT
shall retain copies of the work performed by COMPANY in electronic form only for information and use by
CLIENT for the specific purpose for which COMPANY was engaged. Said material shall not be used by CLIENT
or transferred to any other party, for use in other projects, additions to this project, or any other purpose for
which the material was not strictly intended by COMPANY without COMPANY’s express written permission.
Any unauthorized use or reuse or modifications of this material shall be at CLIENT’S sole risk. Furthermore,
the CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold COMPANY harmless from all claims, injuries, damages,
losses, expenses, and attorney's fees arising out of the modification or reuse of these materials.
The CLIENT recognizes that designs, plans, and data stored on electronic media including, but not limited to
computer disk, magnetic tape, or files transferred via email, may be subject to undetectable alteration and/or
uncontrollable deterioration. The CLIENT, therefore, agrees that COMPANY shall not be liable for the
completeness or accuracy of any materials provided on electronic media after a 30 day inspection period, during
which time COMPANY shall correct any errors detected by the CLIENT to complete the design in accordance
with the intent of the contract and specifications. After 40 days, at the request of the CLIENT, COMPANY shall
submit a final set of sealed drawings, and any additional services to be performed by COMPANY relative to the
submitted electronic materials shall be subject to separate Agreement. The CLIENT is aware that differences
may exist between the electronic files delivered and the printed hard-copy construction documents. In the event
of a conflict between the signed construction documents prepared by the COMPANY and electronic files, the
signed or sealed hard-copy construction documents shall govern.

8.20

Information Provided by Others
The CLIENT shall furnish, at the CLIENT’s expense, all information, requirements, reports, data, surveys and
instructions required by this Agreement. The COMPANY may use such information, requirements, reports,
data, surveys and instructions in performing its services and is entitled to rely upon the accuracy and
completeness thereof. The COMPANY shall not be held responsible for any errors or omissions that may arise
as a result of erroneous or incomplete information provided by the CLIENT and/or the CLIENT’s consultants
and contractors.
COMPANY is not responsible for accuracy of any plans, surveys or information of any type including electronic
media prepared by any other consultants, etc. provided to COMPANY for use in preparation of plans. The
CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless the COMPANY from any
damages, liabilities, or costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and defense costs, arising out of or connected
in any way with the services performed by other consultants engaged by the CLIENT.
COMPANY is not responsible for accuracy of topographic surveys provided by others. A field check of a
topographic survey provided by others will not be done under this Agreement unless indicated in the Scope of
Services.

8.21

Force Majeure
The CLIENT agrees that the COMPANY is not responsible for damages arising directly or indirectly from any
delays for causes beyond the COMPANY's control. CLIENT agrees to waive any claim against COMPANY, its
consultants, agents, and employees from any and all liablity, other than that caused by the negligent acts, errors,
or omissions of COMPANY, arising or resulting from the same. For purposes of this Agreement, such causes
include, but are not limited to, strikes or other labor disputes; severe weather disruptions or other natural
disasters or acts of God; disease, epidemic or pandemic, fires, riots, war or other emergencies; disease
epidemic or pandemic; failure of any government agency to act in timely manner; failure of performance by the
CLIENT or the CLIENT’S contractors or consultants; or discovery of any hazardous substances or differing site
conditions. Severe weather disruptions include but are not limited to extensive rain, high winds, snow greater
than two (2) inches and ice. .

8.22

Job Site Visits and Safety
Neither the professional activities of COMPANY, nor the presence of COMPANY’S employees and subconsultants at a construction site, shall relieve the General Contractor and any other entity of their obligations,
duties and responsibilities including, but not limited to, construction means, methods, sequence, techniques or
procedures necessary for performing, superintending or coordinating all portions of the work of construction in
accordance with the contract documents and any health or safety precautions required by any regulatory
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agencies. COMPANY and its personnel have no authority to exercise any control over any construction
contractor or other entity or their employees in connection with their work or any health or safety precautions.
The CLIENT agrees that the General Contractor is solely responsible for job site safety, and warrants that this
intent shall be made evident in the CLIENT's AGREEMENT with the General Contractor. The CLIENT also
agrees that the CLIENT, COMPANY and COMPANY’S consultants shall be indemnified and shall be made
additional insureds on the General Contractor’s and all subcontractor’s general liability policies on a primary and
non-contributory basis.
8.23

Hazardous Materials
CLIENT hereby understands and agrees that COMPANY has not created nor contributed to the creation or
existence of any or all types of hazardous or toxic wastes, materials, chemical compounds, or substances, or
any other type of environmental hazard or pollution, whether latent or patent, at CLIENT's premises, or in
connection with or related to this project with respect to which COMPANY has been retained to provide
professional engineering services. The compensation to be paid COMPANY for said professional engineering
services is in no way commensurate with, and has not been calculated with reference to, the potential risk of
injury or loss which may be caused by the exposure of persons or property to such substances or conditions.
Therefore, to the fullest extent permitted by law, CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold COMPANY, its
officers, directors, employees, and consultants, harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, and
expenses, whether direct, indirect, or consequential, including, but not limited to, attorney fees and Court costs,
arising out of, or resulting from the discharge, escape, release, or saturation of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes,
acid, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids gases, or any other materials, irritants, contaminants, or pollutants in or
into the atmosphere, or on, onto, upon, in, or into the surface or subsurface of soil, water, or watercourses,
objects, or any tangible or intangible matter, whether sudden or not.
It is acknowledged by both parties that COMPANY’S scope of services does not include any services related to
asbestos or hazardous or toxic materials. In the event COMPANY or any other party encounters asbestos or
hazardous or toxic materials at the job site, or should it become known in any way that such materials may be
present at the job site or any adjacent areas that may affect the performance of COMPANY’S services,
COMPANY may, at its option and without liability for consequential or any other damages, suspend performance
of services on the project until the CLIENT retains appropriate specialist consultant(s) or contractor(s) to identify,
abate and/or remove the asbestos or hazardous or toxic materials, and warrants that the job site is in full
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Nothing contained within this Agreement shall be construed or interpreted as requiring COMPANY to assume
the status of a generator, storer, transporter, treater, or disposal facility as those terms appear within the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.A., §6901 et seq., as amended, or within any State statute
governing the generation, treatment, storage, and disposal of waste.

8.24

Indemnification
The Company agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless the Client, its
officers, directors and employees (collectively, Client) against all damages, liabilities or costs, including
reasonable attorneys' fees and defense costs, to the extent caused by the Company's negligent performance
of professional services under this Agreement and that of its subconsultants or anyone for whom the Company
is legally liable.
The Client agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, its
officers, directors, employees and subconsultants (collectively, Company) against all damages, liabilities or
costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees and defense costs, to the extent the Client is actually held liable
under the laws of the State of Illinois.
Neither the Client nor the Company shall be obligated to indemnify the other party in any manner whatsoever
for the other party's own negligence or for the negligence of others.

8.26

Municipal Advisor
The COMPANY is not a Municipal Advisor registered with the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) as
defined in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. When the CLIENT is a municipal
entity as defined by said Act, and the CLIENT requires project financing information for the services performed
under this Agreement, the CLIENT will provide the COMPANY with a letter detailing who their independent
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registered municipal advisor is and that the CLIENT will rely on the advice of such advisor. A sample letter can
be provided to the CLIENT upon request.

This Agreement is approved and accepted by the CLIENT and COMPANY upon both parties
signing and dating the Agreement. Services will not begin until COMPANY receives a signed
agreement. COMPANY’s services shall be limited to those expressly set forth in this Agreement
and COMPANY shall have no other obligations or responsibilities for the Project except as agreed
to in writing. The effective date of the Agreement shall be the last date entered below.
Sincerely,
HR GREEN, INC.

Approved by:
Printed/Typed Name:
Title:

Vice President

Andrew Marsh, PE
Date:

11/12/2020

CITY OF MOLINE
Accepted by:
Printed/Typed Name:
Title:
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
RISK AND RESILIENCE ASSESSMENT AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

RAVI JAYARAMAN, PE
420 N. Front Street
Suite 100
McHenry, IL 60050
Direct 815.759.8312
rjayaraman@hrgreen.com

 420 N. Front Street | Suite 100 | McHenry, IL 60050

HRGREEN.COM

Main 815.385.1778

October 30, 2020
Mr. Tony Loete
Utilities General Manager
Moline Water Plant
30 18th Street
Moline, IL 61265
RE:

RFP for Preparation of a Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan

Dear Mr. Tony Loete:
HR Green is very interested and qualified to help the City complete the Risk and Resilience
Assessment (RRA) and develop the Emergency Response Plan (ERP) for its Water System in
compliance with the requirements of the American Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA).
The proposed team of uniquely qualified professionals has completed the RRA and ERP for two
Utilities - one in Illinois and one in Texas. The team is also currently assisting five Utilities in
Illinois, one Utility in Iowa and one utility in Minnesota with completing the RRA of their systems
and preparation of their ERP.
Ravi Jayaraman, who will serve as the Project Manager, has completed the AWWA Utility Risk
and Resilience Certificate Program. We believe the combination of our technical experience and
understanding of this work makes HR Green well suited to complete this project for the City of Moline. We offer the following for your
consideration:
1.

Technical Experience – In Illinois, we completed the RRA and ERP for Central Lake County Joint Action Water Agency (population
284,000) and are currently assisting the City of Waukegan Water System (population 88,182), Village of Oswego (population
30,350), Village of Frankfort (population 17,782), Village of Lincolnshire (population 7,275), and the City of Crystal Lake
(population 39,828) with their RRA and ERP. In Iowa, we are currently assisting the City of Anamosa (population 5,500) with their
RRA and ERP. In Minnesota, we are currently assisting the City of Arden Hills (population 9,552) with their RRA and ERP. In Texas,
we assisted the City of Pasadena, TX (population 153,219) with their RRA and ERP. With the experience of these projects, we are
up to speed with the requirements of the AWIA and ready to assist the City with the RRA and preparation of the ERP. We have
developed detailed spreadsheets to assist with completing the RRA using the USEPA VSAT 2.0 Tool and the AWWA Cybersecurity
Tool and can hit the ground running. The City will benefit from the efficiency and effectiveness of the experience of HR Green.

2.

Responsiveness and Project Delivery – Our offices and staff are located in McHenry, IL, Aurora, IL and Cedar Rapids, IA. Our
project team takes great pride in being very responsive to our clients and we realize the importance of this project.

Within our submittal, we have included detailed information on our people and the experience that they will bring to the project. Thank
you for your thoughtful consideration. If you require additional information or have any questions, please contact me at 815-759-8312
or rjayaraman@hrgreen.com.
Sincerely,
HR GREEN, INC

Ravi Jayaraman, PE			
Senior Project Manager			

Andrew Marsh, PE
Principal In Charge

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Established in 1913, HR Green, Inc. is employee owned. We
collaborate across geographies and markets to provide the
engineering, technical, and management solutions that connect
and shape communities and are driven by the commitment of our
clients.

For more than a century, HR Green
has been dedicated to providing
the services that our clients need
to achieve success.

16 OFFICES IN 8 STATES
HR Green offices are located throughout the United States in
California, Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, South
Dakota, and Texas.

8710 Earhart Lane SW

Cedar Rapids, IA 524048947
Phone 319.841.4000


420 N. Front Street

Suite 100
McHenry, IL 60050-5528
Phone 815.385.1778

2363 Sequoia Drive

Suite 101
Aurora, IL 60506
Phone 630.553.7560

500 Employees
Strong
100+ WATER PROFESSIONALS
20+ IN-HOUSE STRUCTURAL, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL
Z HR Green has continued

to rank on Engineering
News Record’s (ENR)
annual lists of top design
and construction firms
in the nation, currently
coming in at 209.

Comprehensive Services
From feasibility studies through
construction phase services, we help
clients achieve reliable, cost-effective,
and innovative solutions for potable and
process water, wastewater, and water
resources management.
Whether your infrastructure needs
include design, construction, funding
identification, innovative geometry,
environmentally sensitive areas,
sustainable and attractive structures,
or difficult traffic challenges, we can
provide the solutions you need.
Our professionals combine creativity
with reliability to provide staff
augmentation and consulting services
to local governments. We provide
engineering, public works, planning,
and building departments with staff to
meet the variable workloads.
We unify engineering, surveying,
construction, land planning, and
landscape architecture consultants
into a single, integrated team
that excels at project efficiency,
effective project management and
outstanding communication.
Whether your environmental needs
include the remediation of brownfields
sites to allow for community
redevelopment, environmental
compliance for infrastructure and
facilities, or NEPA services for
transportation infrastructure, HR Green
can provide environmental solutions.
Our construction professionals
are experienced with projects
for municipal, county, and state
clients that include bridges, roads
and highways; storm and sanitary
sewers; water distribution systems;
water treatment facilities; wells, and
storage facilities; pumps and lift
stations; and wastewater facilities.
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Key Personnel
A Valuable Partner to the City of Moline
We believe in supporting our neighboring communities. With
service from our McHenry, Aurora, and Cedar Rapids, IA
offices, we have the technical expertise available to provide
a timely response throughout the project. Our proposed staff
are available to help the City find a cost efficient solution to
the unique challenges of this project. We strive for constant
improvement, and we never forget our basic responsibility to
deliver the right, sensible results for each other and our clients.
Full resumes for our staff have been included.

RAVI JAYARAMAN, PE
PROJECT MANAGER
ANDREW MARSH, PE
PRINCIPAL / QA / QC

SYLWIA KOKOSZKA, PE

ANDY LEMKE, PE

PROJECT ENGINEER

PROJECT ENGINEER

Ravi Jayaraman, PE
Project Manager
Ravi Jayaraman, PE will serve as Project Manager for this Vulnerability Assessment. In
addition to his experience managing water system Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA)
and Emergency Response Plan (ERP) development projects, Ravi has completed the online
course requirements for AWWA Utility Risk and Resilience Certificate Program.
EXPERIENCE
30 Years
EDUCATION
MS, Civil Engineering,
University of Oklahoma 1990
MS, Biological Sciences,
Birla Institute of Tech and
Science - 1986
BS, Civil Engineering,
Birla Institute of Tech and
Services - 1986
REGISTRATION /
LICENSE
Professional Engineer, IL,
062052984
Professional Engineer, IA,
16102
Professional Engineer, IN,
PE11200102
Professional Engineer, WI,
35943
Professional Engineer, MI,
6201043013

Ravi brings over 30 years of project management experience from a variety of public and private
sector utility infrastructure projects. He has extensive experience working with contractors to
successfully complete projects and with elected officials and other community stakeholders
affected by infrastructure construction projects. Ravi has the skills to develop and maintain client
relationships while directing project budgets and maintaining costs. He led the branch office of
a consulting engineering firm and mentored junior staff, developed workload projections and
identified opportunities for staff to collaborate with other regional offices.
SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - Central Lake

County Joint Action Water Agency (CLCJAWA) / Project Manager
Z Water System Risk and Resilience Assessment - City of Waukegan, IL / Project

Manager
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan – Village of

Oswego, IL / Project Manager
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan – Village of

Frankfort, IL / Project Manager
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - Village of

Lincolnshire, IL / Project Manager
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - City of

Anamosa, IA/ QA/QC / Project Manager
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - City of Crystal

Lake, IL / Project Manager
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Andrew Marsh, PE
Principal-In-Charge / QA/QC

EXPERIENCE
25 Years
EDUCATION
MS, Environmental
Engineering, University
of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
BS, Civil Engineering,
University of Iowa
REGISTRATION /
LICENSE
Professional Engineer, IL,
062-058233

Andrew has extensive experience in water and wastewater treatment, water distribution
systems, sanitary and storm sewer collection system design and construction
management. His communication skills, and his ability to meet schedule and budget
requirements have earned him the respect of numerous clients in the public and private
sectors. His satisfied clients include municipalities, water and sanitary districts, and
major industries, and he currently serves as the dedicated City Engineer for two Iowa
communities. Andrew has developed water and wastewater Facility Plans, including
Capital Improvement Project (CIP) programs for municipal and industrial clients. He is
also active in community relations and provides permitting coordination in relation to
planning, design and implementation of public improvement projects.
SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Z Water Treatment Plant Experience

•
•

•

Professional Engineer, MN,
47925

•

Professional Engineer Civil, IA, 16804

•

Professional Engineer, GA,
PE038663
Professional Engineer Civil, NE, E-13130
Professional Engineer Civil, AZ, 32328

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Amana, IA – Replacement of groundwater supply, chemical addition, pumping and
storage.
Anamosa, IA - Iron removal pressure filters and HMO for radium removal and
chlorine disinfection Water Treatment Plant – Expansion and radium removal
addition.
Private Industry, Eddyville, IA – 5 MGD expansion of conventional surface water
treatment plant.
Fort Madison, IA - 5 MGD RO Water Treatment Plant – siting study, pilot, new
WTP design, bidding construction, start-up, training and commissioning.
Gilbert, AZ – 30 MGD expansion and ozone disinfection – design, permitting,
construction, start-up and commissioning.
Keokuk, IA – Solids Removal Study.
Minneapolis, MN – Minneapolis Water Works Water Treatment Plant – residuals
clarification and dewatering 160 MGD conventional softening Water Treatment
Plant.
Mount Pleasant, IA - Electro-Dialysis Reversal (EDR) Water Treatment Plant – iron
removal study, disinfection modification and EDR expansion study.
Muscatine, IA - Grandview Water Treatment Plant – 24 MGD expansion including
chemical addition: phosphate, fluoride and chlorine.
Palo, IA – New ammonia removal water treatment plant.
Rock Island Arsenal, IL - Conventional (rapid mixing, flocculation, settling,
filtration, chlorine disinfection) Water Treatment Plant – chemical improvements,
tracer testing, clearwell baffling.
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA - Conventional (rapid mixing, flocculation, settling,
filtration, chlorine disinfection) Water Treatment Plant – RO study, source water
study, collector well study, dechlorination, powdered activated carbon addition.
Waukegan, IL – Condition assessment of sedimentation, filtration, gaseous
chlorination and pumping
Wellman, IA - RO Water Treatment Plant – New RO plant.
Wilton, IA - Iron removal pressure filters, chlorine disinfection and fluoride
additional Water Treatment Plant.
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Sylwia Kokoszka, PE, CFM
Project Engineer

EXPERIENCE
4 Years
EDUCATION
BS, Civil Engineering,
University of Illinois - 2016
REGISTRATION /
LICENSE
Professional Engineer, IL,
062-072488
Certified Floodplain
Manager, IL, 17-00782

Sylwia’s experience includes analysis and design of stormwater systems, wastewater
collection and treatment systems, and potable water treatment systems. Sylwia has been
involved in planning, permitting, design, and construction. Agencies Sylwia has worked
with for permitting include, IDNR, Kane/DuPage, McHenry/Lake, and Will County SWCD,
IEPA, and USACOE (Chicago District). Examples of potable water experience include
permitting, specification write-ups,treatment plant operational evaluation and design for
repair of existing treatment systems. Sylwia is proficient with ArcMap, HEC-HMS, XP
SWMM, HEC-RAS, GeoHECRAS, HY-8, and Microstation.
SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Z Risk & Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plans Updates - Central

Lake County Joint Action Water Agency / Project Engineer

Z Water System Risk and Resilience Assessment - City of Waukegan, IL / Project

Engineer
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan, Village of
Oswego, IL/ Project Engineer
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan, Village of
Frankfort, IL/ Project Engineer
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan, City of
Pasadena, TX/ QA/QC
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - Village of
Lincolnshire, IL / Project Engineer
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - City of
Anamosa, IA/ QA/QC / Project Engineer
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - City of Crystal
Lake, IL / Project Engineer

Andy Lemke, PE
Project Engineer
Andy serves as a Project Engineer in the Water Business Line. He is located in the McHenry
office and has been involved with several water and wastewater projects in the Illinois area.
As a Project Engineer, Andy is responsible for completing assigned tasks with guidance from
the Technical Director or Project Manager. He applies the concepts he has learned through his
time at South Dakota State University where he earned his degrees in civil engineering.
EXPERIENCE
7 Years
EDUCATION
MS, Civil Engineering,
SDSU - 2012
BS, Civil Engineering,
SDSU - 2011
REGISTRATION /
LICENSE
Professional Engineer, IL,
062068207, 2016

Andy has worked on multiple water system modeling projects. He regularly coordinates
with the client to gather important information to create or update the hydraulic model.
Once the model has been updated, he performs analysis on the water distribution system.
The analysis includes examining current and future water demands, fire flows, and
water age. The analysis leads to recommendations for improvements including preparing
estimated cost for improvements. He then develops a final water model report using the
information obtained through the modeling process.
SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Z Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan - City of Crystal

Lake, IL / Project Engineer
Z 2013 Water Model Update - Village Of Oswego, IL / Staff Engineer
Z Water System Improvements - City of LaSalle, IL / Staff Engineer
Z Water Model Update - Village of Mundelein, IL / Staff Engineer
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PAST INVOLVEMENT WITH SIMILAR PROJECTS
HR Green will prioritize and guide the City in identifying key decision points early and seek input from City water system
staff as part of the Risk and Resilience Assessment to build consensus and expedite project delivery. HR Green has
completed the RRA and ERP for one Utility in Illinois (CLCJAWA) and is currently assisting five Utilities in Illinois (City of
Waukegan, Village of Oswego, Village of Frankfort, Village of Lincolnshire and City of Crystal Lake) with completing their
RRA and ERP. In addition, HR Green assisted the City of Pasadena (TX) with completing their Water System RRA and ERP.
Over the years, HR Green has completed Vulnerability Assessments for several water systems, and they have approached
us to continue assisting them with meeting the requirements of Section 2013 of the America’s Water Infrastructure Act of
2018 (AWIA). HR Green assisted these communities with budgeting for the requirements of AWIA as part of their annual
capital improvement plans. HR Green’s experience working on the CLCJAWA, City of Waukegan and the City of Pasadena
(TX) RRA and ERP projects are detailed in this section.

RRA & ERP / Central Lake County Joint Action Water
Agency (CLCJAWA / Lake Bluff, IL

REFERENCE
Mr. William Soucie
Executive Director
CLCJAWA
200 Rockland Rd
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
E: soucie@clcjawa.com
P: (847) 295-7788
PROJECT COMPLETION
September 2020
KEY PERSONNEL
Ravi Jayaraman
Sylwia Kokoszka
Andrew Marsh (QC)

In response to the requirements of AWIA, CLCJAWA retained HR Green to
conduct the Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA) and update to their existing
Emergency Response Plan (ERP). The CLCJAWA is a public utility that provides
drinking water to 284,000 people in Central Lake County, Illinois. CLCJAWA
provides drinking water to 13 communities. The water system consists of a
raw water intake; a raw water pumping station; two miles of transmission
pipeline to transport Lake Michigan water to a water treatment facility capable
of treating 50 million gallons per day (mgd) of water; a booster pump station
to maintain water pressure to the outlying communities; and more than 32 miles of finished
water transmission pipeline.
Based on the population served by the CLCJAWA, the RRA needed to be completed and
certification submitted to U.S. EPA by March 31, 2020. HR Green completed the Risk and
Resilience Assessment for the water system. This assessment was completed in a collaborative
manner in which HR Green and appropriate representatives of the CLCJAWA participated.
A large portion of this project is associated with the facilitation of meetings in which all
stakeholders discuss and agree upon such matters as the mission of the CLCJAWA’s water
system, the critical assets of the system, the threats against which it must be protected, the
consequences that would result from the loss of certain critical assets and the effectiveness
of existing security measures where they exist. The Risk and Resilience Assessment was
completed in March 2020 and the Emergency Response Plan (ERP) was completed in
September 2020.
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WATER TREATMENT PLANT RRA / Waukegan, IL

REFERENCE
Mr. Antonio Dominguez
Water Superintendent
City of Waukegan Water
Filtration Plant
360 E Sea Horse Drive
Waukegan, IL 60085
E: Antonio.Dominguez@
waukeganIL.gov
P: (847) 599-2687

The City of Waukegan retained HR Green to conduct the Risk and Resilience
Assessment (RRA) for their Water Treatment System. The Waukegan water
system serves a population of 88,182, consisting of the City of Waukegan and
three small adjacent communities. The water system includes two raw water
intakes, a raw water pumping station, a water treatment facility (flocculation/
sedimentation and filtration) with a capacity of 17.7 million gallons per day
(mgd), three booster stations with ground storage tanks, and approximately 340
miles of water transmission pipeline. Based on the population served by the
WTP, the RRA will need to be submitted by December 21, 2020. HR Green is
currently working on completing the Risk and Resilience Assessment for the Waukegan WTP’s
facilities. The project includes a site assessment of all WTP facilities for existing security and
countermeasures against malevolent acts and natural hazards. The RRA includes assessment
of critical system assets for the most likely threat categories, determination of vulnerability
likelihood, and quantification of economic consequences and public health impacts resulting
from asset damage. The final report will identify the Waukegan WTP’s highest risk areas and will
provide recommendations to improve resiliency.
ANTICIPATED PROJECT COMPLETION		

KEY PERSONNEL

December 2020					Ravi Jayaraman
						Sylwia Kokoszka
						Andrew Marsh

RRA & ERP / Pasadena, TX
In response to the requirements of AWIA, the City of Pasadena, Texas retained
HR Green to assist with conducting a RRA and preparation of an ERP. The City’s
water system includes thirteen (13) water treatment plants, one (1) booster
station, one (1) connection point with another water system, and four (4) elevated
water storage tanks. HR Green completed the Risk and Resilience Assessment in
March 2020. HR Green also assisted in updating the City’s Emergency Response
Plan (ERP). The ERP was completed in September 2020.
REFERENCE

PROJECT COMPLETION September 2020

Mr. Mark Gardemal, PE
Asst. Public Works Director
1149 Ellsworth Dr.
Pasadena, TX 77506
E: mgardemal@pasadenatx.gov
P: 713-475-7835

KEY PERSONNEL
Ravi Jayaraman
Sylwia Kokoszka
Rebekkah Sandt
Don Mai
Andrew Marsh
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PROPOSED WORK PLAN AND FEES
HR Green understands that the City is seeking assistance
with conducting a Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA) and
updating the current Emergency Response Plan (ERP) per
Section 2013 of the America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018
(AWIA). From our discussions with City staff, we understand the
City’s water system consists of:
▪ Mississippi River Water Intake
▪ One (1) Water Treatment Plant
▪ Two (2) Ground Storage Tanks
▪ Four (4) Elevated Storage Tanks with one tank that usually
stays empty
The scope of the RRA study includes assessment of water
system assets described above. Under Section 2013 of the
AWIA, the City needs to consider all critical components of the
water system. Before analyzing the risks, we will need to identify
which of the City’s assets are critical for providing safe drinking
water, protecting public health, and sustaining the economy of
the community. The assessment will include determination of
relevant threats, vulnerabilities in the system that would increase
the likelihood that a given threat would damage the asset and
potential economic and public health consequences.
1. Physical Barriers: Examples include fencing, gates and
facility entrances, intrusion detection sensors and alarms,
access control systems (e.g. locks, card reader systems),
cameras, and hardened doors.
2. Source Water: The service to the City from the
Mississippi River will be evaluated.
3. Pipes, Constructed Conveyances, Water Collection
and Intake: Includes infrastructure that collects and
transports water to the City’s customers.
4. Water Treatment: Includes lime softening, filtration
treatment processes, ultraviolet system, and chemical feed
facilities at the Water Treatment Plant (WTP).
5. Storage and Distribution Facilities: Includes water
main, and reservoirs for storage of finished water.
6. Electronic, Computer, or other Automated Systems
(including security of such systems): Includes
process control systems, business enterprise system,
communication systems, and processes used to secure
such systems. The assessment is to account for security
of these systems (e.g., cybersecurity).
7. Monitoring Practices: Includes monitoring processes
not captured in other asset categories. Examples are
contamination warning systems for source water or the
water distribution system. Also included are monitoring
equipment for chlorine, pressure flow, etc.
8. Use, Storage and Handling of Chemicals:
Encompasses the chemicals and associated storage
facilities, and handling practices used for water treatment
and disinfection. Assessment to focus on the risk of

uncontrolled release of potentially dangerous chemicals
where applicable or tampering that would result in water
contamination.
9. Operation and Maintenance of the Utility: Assessment
to focus on risk to operations from loss of utilities (e.g.,
power outage), loss of suppliers (e.g., interruption of chemical
delivery), and loss of employees (e.g., disease outbreak or
employee displacement). The current situation in our State
from COVID-19 pandemic is a wake-up call to plan for loss of
employees due to disease outbreak. An option that we have
seen Utilities plan for such situations is to consider crosstraining staff to handle such emergencies.
10. Financial Infrastructure: Includes equipment and
systems used to operate and manage the water system
finances – billing and accounting systems and risks
associated with third parties used for these services. The
intent is not to address the financial health of the water
system.
A general Scope of Services includes:
1.1 Project Coordination and Management
▪ Provide project management services for duration of the
project.
▪ Project Kick-off Meeting: Schedule a project kick-off
meeting with the City staff to discuss in detail the tasks
associated with the proposed scope of services.
2.1. Research/Data Collection
▪ HR Green will complete site visit with City staff to
inspect City’s assets and obtain necessary information.
▪ Information needed will be requested from the City if
necessary.
3.1. Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA)
3.1.1 Asset Characterization
The first step in the RRA is asset characterization. As
part of the AWIA requirements, HR Green will assist the
City with identifying critical assets within the previously
mentioned ten asset categories:
1. Physical Barriers
2. Source water
3. Pipes and constructed conveyances, water collection,
and intake
4. Water treatment
5. Storage and distribution facilities
6. Electronic, computer, or other automated systems
(including the security of such systems)
7. Monitoring practices
8. The use, storage, or handling of chemicals
9. The operation and maintenance of the system
10. Financial infrastructure
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HR Green proposes the following approach for asset
characterization:
i. Conduct a system evaluation for the water system assets
identified at the above facilities. The evaluation will
result in documentation of the function, communication,
control, power, and existing security measures at each
facility.
ii. Identify and document the following items for each
facility: SCADA systems, entry control procedures,
hazardous chemicals, and interdependences of
treatment systems, power systems, and communication
systems.
iii. Develop a preliminary critical asset characterization based
on the site visits. Conduct a workshop with City staff to
review the preliminary asset characterization and whether
any assets should be added or removed.

of reasonable consequences generated by each specific
threat-asset combination. Consequences that are quantified
include utility financial consequences (asset replacement
costs, remediation costs and revenue lost), regional economic
consequences (regional economy impacts due to service
outages), and public health impacts (injuries and fatalities).
HR Green will collect from the City available original
construction costs associated with all critical assets. HR
Green will calculate the present worth of the provided
construction cost data to estimate an asset replacement
cost.
i. If original construction cost data are unavailable, HR
Green will develop approximate cost estimates for
critical asset replacement. HR Green will develop a
consequence matrix, which will include the assumptions
made to quantify consequences.

3.1.2 Threat Characterization
The second step is to perform threat characterization.
As a guideline, USEPA has identified threat categories
for malevolent acts, natural hazards, and dependency/
proximity threats. Each critical asset will be assigned the
most relevant and probable threats that may adversely
affect City’s facilities.
i. Assign 2-3 of the most likely threat scenarios to pair
with each critical asset based on the initial site visit and
discussions with City’s staff.
ii. Discuss at the workshop (see above) to discuss whether
the City agrees with the preliminary threat assignments
for each critical asset and whether other threat scenarios
should be considered. Based on input from City, HR
Green will make adjustments and finalize the threat
characterization analysis.

3.1.6 Risk and Resilience Analysis
Once the above steps are completed, the risk and
resilience analysis is conducted.

3.1.3 Vulnerability Analysis
The Vulnerability Analysis estimates the likelihood that
each specific threat or hazard, given it occurs, will
damage the asset while considering the utility’s existing
countermeasures. Vulnerability analysis involves an
examination of existing security capabilities and structural
components, as well as counter measures/mitigation
measures and their effectiveness in reducing damages from
threats and hazards.
i. Discuss at the workshop to assess the City’s ability to
detect, delay, and respond to the threats assigned to
each critical asset.

3.1.8 Finalize RRA and Submittal of Certification to
U.S. EPA
The review comments from City on the draft RRA will be
incorporated and final RRA will be submitted to City. HR
Green will assist the City with submitting certification to the
U.S. EPA that the RRA has been completed.

3.1.4 Threat Analysis
Threat analysis estimates the likelihood of malevolent
attack, dependency/proximity hazard, or natural hazard
based on several factors for threat likelihood.
i. The threat analysis will be developed in-house after
obtaining some additional information on threat
likelihood factors from the City during the workshop
discussed in Section 3.1.1.

The risk and resilience analysis will calculate a baseline
risk for each asset/threat pair, quantified as a monetary
value. Risk and Resilience analysis creates the foundation
for selecting strategies and tactics to counter or mitigate
disabling events by establishing priorities based on the
levels of risk and resilience and the extent they can be
improved.
3.1.7 Submit Draft RRA to City
Upon completion of an internal quality control review, HR
Green will submit copies of the draft RRA to City for review.
A meeting will be held to discuss the results of the RRA
and obtain City’s comments.

4.1. Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
4.1.1 Submit Draft ERP to City
The recommendations from the RRA will be incorporated
into the ERP. Upon completion of an internal quality control
review, HR Green will submit hard copies of the draft ERP
to the City for review. A meeting will be held to discuss and
obtain City’s review comments.
4.1.2 Finalize ERP and Submittal of Certification to
U.S. EPA
The review comments on the draft ERP will be incorporated
and final ERP will be submitted to the City. HR Green will
assist the City with submitting certification to U.S. EPA that
the ERP has been completed.

3.1.5 Consequence Analysis
Consequence analysis is the identification and estimation
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Meetings, Site Visits and Workshop
HR Green has assumed for this proposal to conduct the project
kick-off meeting, site visits, workshop, and the RRA and ERP
report review meetings in person.
To recognize the current uncertainty with COVID-19, we will
minimize our face-to-face meetings and site visits as much
as appropriate to complete this work while practicing social
distancing recommendations by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Although site visits are still recommended to
complete a holistic risk and resilience assessment, these visits
will be completed during a time when COVID-19 risks are low.
Further, the Kick-off Meeting, Workshop, and various other
meetings to discuss draft reports can be completed using video
conferencing. At the time of the notice to proceed, HR Green
will coordinate with the City to understand City’s preferences for
face-to-face or video conference meetings and to schedule the
most appropriate time for a site visit. HR Green would have a
minimum of two staff members participate in the meetings and
Workshop.
The following assessment tools, systems, and guidance
documents will be used:
Tools
▪ EPA’s Vulnerability Self Assessment Tool (VSAT) Web 2.0
▪ AWWA Cybersecurity Tool
▪ EPA’s Community Water System Emergency Response Plan
Template
Guidance Documents
▪ Baseline Information on Malevolent Acts for Community
Water Systems. Environmental Protection Agency, 25 Nov.
2019.

Quality Assurance
HR Green understands that QC/QA relies on more than just a
quality product; it relies on the processes and management
that it takes to deliver that product. The benefit of this to the
City is working with a consultant who has established a Quality
Management Plan that is distributed company-wide, which
streamlines processes and identifies roles on a project-byproject basis.
Andrew Marsh will be responsible for QC and assuring quality
in the overall deliverable to the City and our entire team will be
responsible for assuring quality in the processes that will result
in the final product.
Fee
Our fee has been provided in a separate envelope as requested
per the RFP.
Schedule
The City desires, and HR Green understands, that the RRA
certification must be completed by June 30, 2021 and the ERP
must be completed within 6 months from the submittal of the
risk assessment certification. HR Green is prepared to meet
this strict timeline and has already successfully assisted two
larger communities with meeting the first tier of deadlines for
RRA certifications in March 2020 and their ERP certifications
in September 2020. Below is an example schedule to complete
the tasks:
Notice to Proceed......................................... November 25, 2020
Workshop #1 for RRA........................Week of February 22, 2021
Submit draft RRA to the OWNER.............. Week of May 3, 2021

▪ WATER SECTOR CYBERSECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT
GUIDANCE. American Water Works Association, 2019.

Meeting to discuss draft RRA.....................Week of May 17, 2021

▪ WHEAT Water Health & Economic Analysis Tool: Model
Documentation: WHEAT 3.1. Environmental Protection
Agency, July 2018.

Submit final RRA to the City...................... Week of May 31, 2021

The following resources and documentation will be useful if
provided by the City:

Meeting to discuss draft ERP.......... Week of September 13, 2021

1. Provide personnel knowledgeable about operations and
maintenance of facilities to be available for discussions,
to accompany HR Green on site visits, and to answer
questions, as needed.
2. Provide personnel knowledgeable about City emergency
response to be available for discussions, participate in
workshops, and to answer questions, as needed.

Draft ERP to City..................................Week of August 30, 2021

Submit final ERP to City........................ Week of October 4, 2021
As shown in the schedule above, HR Green proposes to
complete both the RRA and ERP ahead of the completion
dates of June 17, 2021 and November 17, 2021 respectively,
established by the City in the Request for Proposals.

3. Provide data on past construction costs for existing critical
assets, if available.
HR Green will turn over the electronic files of the analysis after
they are finalized for the City’s future use. HR Green will not
use proprietary software, and will forward working documents
that are reusable by the City. The City can use the working
documents to update the RRA and ERP when they are due for
re-certification after five (5) years.
Development of Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan
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SU PPL EME N TA L INF ORM AT ION

STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY/INCLUSIVENESS
We respect, value and embrace a diversity of people and ideas as we work towards our mission of building communities and
improving lives.
We also believe that bringing diverse individuals together allows us to collaboratively address the issues that face our communities.
It is our aim, therefore, that our employees, partners and strategic decisions reflect our core values.
It is the policy of the HR Green, Inc. to provide Equal Opportunity to all employees and applicants for employment in accordance
with all applicable Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action laws, directives and regulations of federal, state, and local
governing bodies or agencies. Therefore, the Company does not discriminate, and does not permit its employees to discriminate
against other employees or applicants because of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, ancestry, medical
condition, marital status, protected veteran status, citizenship status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, genetic
information, including the perception that a person has any of those characteristics or that the person is associated with a person
who has, or is perceived to have, any of those characteristics, or any other characteristic or consideration made unlawful by
applicable law.
HR Green, Inc. will take Affirmative Action to ensure that all employment practices are free of such discrimination. HR Green, Inc.
is committed to investing time and resources, both financial and human, to achieve the goals of Equal Employment Opportunity
and Affirmative Action.

LEADERSHIP

PERFORMANCE

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

COLLABORATION

COMMUNITY

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
For
Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan

Tony Loete
Utilities General Manager
Moline Water Plant
30 18th Street
Moline, IL 61265
Phone: 309-524-2301

Ravi S. Jayaraman, PE
Senior Project Manager
HR Green, Inc.
420 Front Street
McHenry, IL, 60050
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THIS AGREEMENT is between CITY OF MOLINE (hereafter “CLIENT”) and HR GREEN, INC.
(hereafter "COMPANY").
1.0

Project Understanding

1.1

General Understanding
The America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA) requires community water
systems serving more than 3,300 people to conduct a Risk and Resilience Assessment
(RRA) and prepare or revise an Emergency Response Plan (ERP). The communities
have to submit a certification to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) for
each (RRA and ERP). In general, the AWIA considerations for RRA and ERP include:
RRA
• Risks to the water system from malevolent acts and natural hazards
• Resilience of system components
• Monitoring practices for such things as operations, water quality, energy, and security
• Financial Infrastructure of the Utility
• Use, storage, and handling of various chemicals
• Operations and maintenance
ERP
• Strategies and resources to improve resilience, including physical and cyber security
• Plans and procedures that can be implemented and identification of equipment that
can be utilized in the event of a malevolent act or natural hazards that threaten the
ability to supply safe drinking water
• Actions, procedure, and equipment to lessen the impact on public health and safety
and supply of safe drinking water from a malevolent act or natural hazard
• Strategies that can be used to aid in the detection of malevolent acts or natural
hazards that threaten the security of the water system
In response to the requirements of AWIA, CLIENT seeks assistance with conducting a
RRA and preparation of an ERP. Based on the population served by the CLIENT, the
RRA needs to be completed and certification submitted to U.S. EPA by June 30, 2021.
An ERP certification should be submitted within 6 months of RRA, but not later than
December 30, 2021. This assessment is to be accomplished in a collaborative manner in
which COMPANY and appropriate representatives of the CLIENT would participate. The
CLIENT has retained COMPANY to complete an RRA & ERP for the water facilities listed
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mississippi River Intake
One (1) Water Treatment Plant
Four (4) Elevated Storage Tanks, with one tank typically empty
Two (2) Ground Storage Tanks

CLIENT is requesting assistance from COMPANY to complete the Risk and Resilience
Assessment and development of an ERP per requirements of the AWIA.
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1.2

Design Criteria/Assumptions
•

The project will follow the Risk Assessment Methodology detailed in AWWA J-10010: Risk and Resilience Management of Water and Wastewater Systems to
complete the Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA).
The project will follow AWWA G440-17: Emergency Preparedness Practices and
AWWA Manual M-19: Emergency Planning for Water and Wastewater Utilities to
complete the Emergency Response Plan (ERP).
According to the AWWA J-100 methodology, the steps to be completed are as
follows:
1. Asset Characterization – identify critical assets
2. Threat Characterization – select appropriate threats and hazards
3. Consequence Analysis – calculate consequences for each threat-asset pair
4. Vulnerability Analysis – estimate effectiveness of existing mitigation measures
5. Threat Likelihood Analysis – calculate threat likelihood
6. Risk and Resilience Analysis – calculate baseline risk and resilience
Each major task will include specific work products and deliverables.
Design review workshops will be conducted with the CLIENT’s personnel, key
individuals from the COMPANY’s project team and others as needed at critical
milestones as identified in the following section.
Complete RRA using USEPA VSAT Web 2.0 Tool.

•
•

•
•
•
2.0

Scope of Services
The CLIENT agrees to employ COMPANY to perform the following services:

2.1

Project Coordination and Management
•
•
•

2.2

COMPANY shall provide project management services for duration of the project
(Anticipated to be 9 months).
Project Kick-off Meeting: Schedule a project kick-off meeting with the CLIENT staff
to discuss in detail the tasks associated with the RRA and ERP.
To recognize the current uncertainty with COVID-19, we will minimize our face-toface meetings and site visits as much as appropriate to complete this work while
practicing social distancing recommendations by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Although site visits are still recommended to complete a holistic
risk and resilience assessment, these visits will be completed during a time when
COVID-19 risks are low. Further, the Kick-off Meeting, Workshop, and various
other meetings to discuss draft reports can be completed using video
conferencing. At the time of the notice to proceed, COMPANY will coordinate with
the CLIENT to understand CLIENT preferences for face-to-face or video
conference meetings and to schedule the most appropriate time for a site visit.

Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA)

2.2.1 Asset Characterization
The first step in the RRA, is asset characterization. As part of the AWIA requirements,
each utility must identify critical assets within the following ten asset categories:
1. Physical Barriers
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Source water
Pipes and constructed conveyances, water collection, and intake
Pretreatment and treatment
Storage and distribution facilities
Electronic, computer, or other automated systems (including the security of such
systems)
7. Monitoring practices
8. Financial infrastructure
9. The use, storage, or handling of chemicals
10. The operation and maintenance of the system
COMPANY has the following approach for asset characterization:
i.

COMPANY will conduct a system evaluation for the water system assets identified
at the above facilities. The evaluation will result in documentation of the function,
communication, control, power, and existing security measures at each facility.
COMPANY will provide a photo log within the RRA. Site visits will include not
more than two COMPANY team members, three (3) days are planned for this
effort. CLIENT has expressed willingness to assist with conducting the water
system evaluation as needed, with the intention to lower the fee for this task.
COMPANY appreciates the offer of assistance and may request assistance up to
a maximum of eight (8) hours from the CLIENT.

ii.

COMPANY staff will identify and document the following items for each facility:
SCADA systems, entry control procedures, hazardous chemicals, and
interdependences of treatment systems, power systems, and communication
systems.

iii.

COMPANY will develop a preliminary critical asset characterization based on the
site visits. COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop to discuss whether the
CLIENT agrees with the preliminary asset characterization and whether any
assets should be added or removed. The workshop attendees will include no
more than two COMPANY team members and combined six (6) hours planned for
this workshop. CLIENT has expressed willingness to assist with gathering
information requested by the COMPANY to conduct the desktop evaluations
detailed in following sections, with the intention to lower the fee for this task.
COMPANY appreciates the offer of assistance and may request assistance up to
a maximum of four (4) hours from the CLIENT.

2.2.2 Threat Characterization
The second step is to perform threat characterization. As a guideline, EPA has identified
threat categories for malevolent acts, natural hazards, and dependency/proximity threats.
Each critical asset will be assigned the most relevant and probable threats that may
adversely affect CLIENT facilities.
i.
ii.
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COMPANY will first assign 2-3 of the most likely threat scenarios to pair with each
critical asset based on the initial site visit and CLIENT staff discussions.
COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop (see 2.2.1.iii) to discuss whether the
CLIENT agrees with the preliminary threat assignments for each critical asset and
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whether other threat scenarios should be added. Based on CLIENT input,
COMPANY will make adjustments and finalize the threat characterization analysis.
2.2.3 Vulnerability Analysis
The Vulnerability Analysis estimates the likelihood that each specific threat or hazard,
given it occurs, will damage the asset while considering the utility’s existing
countermeasures. Vulnerability analysis involves an examination of existing security
capabilities and structural components, as well as counter measures/mitigation measures
and their effectiveness in reducing damages from threats and hazards.
i.

COMPANY and CLIENT will have a workshop (see 2.2.1.iii) to assess the utility’s
ability to detect, delay, and respond to the threats assigned to each critical asset.

2.2.4 Threat Analysis
Threat analysis estimates the likelihood of malevolent attack, dependency/proximity
hazard, or natural hazard based on several factors for threat likelihood.
i.

The threat analysis will be developed in-house after obtaining some additional
information on threat likelihood factors from the CLIENT during the workshop
discussed in 2.2.1.iii.

2.2.5 Consequence Analysis
Consequence analysis is the identification and estimation of reasonable consequences
generated by each specific threat-asset combination. Consequences that are quantified
include utility financial consequences (asset replacement costs, remediation costs and
revenue lost), regional economic consequences (regional economy impacts due to
service outages), and public health impacts (injuries and fatalities). The consequence
analysis will be completed in-house.
i.

ii.

iii.

If data is available, CLIENT will provide COMPANY with original construction
costs associated with all critical assets. COMPANY will calculate the present
worth of the provided construction cost data to estimate an asset replacement
cost.
If CLIENT, does not have original construction cost data, COMPANY will provide
approximate cost estimates for critical asset replacement. COMPANY will
develop the cost estimates as an additional service.
COMPANY will develop a consequence matrix, which will include the assumptions
made to quantify consequences.

2.2.6 Risk and Resilience Analysis
Once the above steps are completed, the risk and resilience analysis is conducted. The
risk and resilience analysis will calculate a baseline risk for each asset/threat pair,
quantified as a monetary value. Risk and Resilience analysis creates the foundation for
selecting strategies and tactics to counter or mitigate disabling events by establishing
priorities based on the levels of risk and resilience and the extent they can be improved.
The risk and resilience analysis will be completed in-house.
2.2.7 Submit Draft RRA to CLIENT
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Upon completion of an internal quality control review, COMPANY will submit two hard
copies of the draft RRA to CLIENT for review. A meeting will be held to discuss the
results of the RRA and obtain CLIENT comments.
2.2.8 Finalize RRA and Submittal of Certification to U.S. EPA
The CLIENT review comments on the draft RRA will be incorporated and final RRA will
be submitted to CLIENT. Two hard copies will be submitted to the CLIENT. CLIENT to
submit certification to U.S. EPA per Agency guidelines that the RRA has been completed.
2.3

Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

2.3.1 Submit Draft ERP to CLIENT
The recommendations from the RRA will be incorporated into the ERP. Upon completion
of an internal quality control review, COMPANY will submit two hard copies of the draft
ERP to CLIENT for review. A meeting will be held to discuss and obtain CLIENT review
comments.
2.3.2 Finalize ERP and Submittal of Certification to U.S. EPA
The review comments on the draft ERP will be incorporated and final ERP will be
submitted to CLIENT. Two hard copies will be submitted to CLIENT. CLIENT to submit
certification to U.S. EPA per Agency guidelines that the ERP has been completed.
3.0

Deliverables and Schedules Included in this Agreement
Notice to Proceed:
Nov. 25, 2021
Workshop #1 for Risk and Resiliency Assessment (RRA) ................ Week of Feb.22, 2021
Submit draft RRA to the OWNER ...................................................... Week of May 3, 2021
Meeting to discuss draft RRA ............................................................ Week of May 17, 2021
Submit final RRA to the OWNER ....................................................... Week of May 31, 2021
Draft ERP………………………………………………………………… ..Week of Aug 30, 2021
Final ERP:…………………………………………………………………..Week of Oct 4, 2021
This schedule was prepared to include reasonable allowances for review and approval
times required by the CLIENT and public authorities having jurisdiction over the project.
This schedule shall be equitably adjusted as the project progresses, allowing for changes
in the scope of the project requested by the CLIENT or for delays or other causes beyond
the control of COMPANY.

4.0

Items not included in Agreement/Supplemental Services
The following items are not included as part of this agreement:
1. Develop cost estimates for critical asset replacement.
2. Countermeasure Analysis Assessment, which is considered optional by the EPA
VSAT Web 2.0 tool.
Supplemental services not included in the agreement can be provided by COMPANY under
separate agreement, if desired.
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5.0

Services by Others
N/A

6.0

Client Responsibilities
1. Access to CLIENT’s facilities for data collection
2. Provide copies of previous Vulnerability Assessments and Emergency Response
Plan.
3. Timely review of draft submittals
4. Provide personnel knowledgeable about operations and maintenance of facilities to be
available for discussions, accompany COMPANY on site visits, and to answer
questions.
5. Provide personnel knowledgeable about Village emergency response to be available
for discussions, participate in workshops, and to answer questions, as needed.
6. Provide data on past construction costs for existing critical assets.
7. Submit RRA and certification to US EPA that the RRA has been completed.
8. Submit ERP and certification to US EPA that the ERP has been completed.

7.0

Professional Services Fee

7.1

Fees
The fee for services will be based on COMPANY standard hourly rates current at the time
the Agreement is signed. These standard hourly rates are subject to change upon 30 days’
written notice. Non-salary expenses directly attributable to the project such as: (i) living and
traveling expenses of employees when away from the home office on business connected
with the project; (ii) identifiable communication expenses; (iii) identifiable reproduction costs
applicable to the work; and (iv) outside services will be charged in accordance with the rates
current at the time the service is done.

7.2

Invoices
Invoices for COMPANY’s services shall be submitted, on a monthly basis. Invoices shall
be due and payable upon receipt. If any invoice is not paid within 15 days, COMPANY may,
without waiving any claim or right against the CLIENT, and without liability whatsoever to
the CLIENT, suspend or terminate the performance of services. The retainer shall be
credited on the final invoice. Accounts unpaid 30 days after the invoice date may be subject
to a monthly service charge of 1.5% (or the maximum legal rate) on the unpaid balance. In
the event that any portion of an account remains unpaid 60 days after the billing, COMPANY
may institute collection action and the CLIENT shall pay all costs of collection, including
reasonable attorney’s fees.

7.3

Extra Services
Any service required but not included as part of this Agreement shall be considered extra
services. Extra services will be billed on a Time and Material basis with prior approval of
the CLIENT.
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7.4

Exclusion
This fee does not include attendance at any meetings or public hearings other than those
specifically listed in the Scope of Services. These service items are considered extra and
are billed separately on an hourly basis.

7.5

Payment
The CLIENT AGREES to pay COMPANY on the following basis:
Per current Rate Schedule with a not-to-exceed fee of $_________. The breakdown
of fee between RRA and ERP is as follows:
Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA) – inclusive of site visits for
Asset Characterization, Vulnerability Analysis, Threat Analysis,
Consequence Analysis, Cybersecurity Assessment using AWWA
Cybersecurity Assessment Tool, Risk and Resilience Assessment
using VSAT open-web software Version 2.0

$_________

Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

$ __________

TOTAL NOT-TO-EXCEED FEE

$____________
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8.0

Terms and Conditions
The following Terms and Conditions are incorporated into this Agreement and made a part of it.

8.1

Standard of Care
Services provided by COMPANY under this Agreement will be performed in a manner consistent with that
degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the same profession currently practicing at the same
time and in the same or similar locality.

8.2

Entire Agreement
This Agreement and its attachments constitute the entire understanding between CLIENT and COMPANY
relating to COMPANY’s services. Any prior or contemporaneous agreements, promises, negotiations, or
representations not expressly set forth herein are of no effect. Subsequent modifications or amendments to this
Agreement shall be in writing and signed by the parties to this Agreement. If the CLIENT, its officers, agents,
or employees request COMPANY to perform extra services pursuant to this Agreement, CLIENT will pay for the
additional services even though an additional written agreement is not issued or signed.

8.3

Time Limit and Commencement of Services
This Agreement must be executed within ninety (90) days to be accepted under the terms set forth herein. The
services will be commenced immediately upon receipt of this signed Agreement.

8.4

Suspension of Services
If the Project or the COMPANY’S services are suspended by the CLIENT for more than thirty (30) calendar
days, consecutive or in the aggregate, over the term of this Agreement, the COMPANY shall be compensated
for all services performed and reimbursable expenses incurred prior to the receipt of notice of suspension. In
addition, upon resumption of services, the CLIENT shall compensate the COMPANY for expenses incurred as
a result of the suspension and resumption of its services, and the COMPANY’S schedule and fees for the
remainder of the Project shall be equitably adjusted.
If the COMPANY’S services are suspended for more than ninety (90) days, consecutive or in the aggregate, the
COMPANY may terminate this Agreement upon giving not less than five (5) calendar days' written notice to the
CLIENT.
If the CLIENT is in breach of this Agreement, the COMPANY may suspend performance of services upon five
(5) calendar days' notice to the CLIENT. The COMPANY shall have no liability to the CLIENT and the CLIENT
agrees to make no claim for any delay or damage as a result of such suspension caused by any breach of this
Agreement by the CLIENT. Upon receipt of payment in full of all outstanding sums due from the CLIENT, or
curing of such other breach which caused the COMPANY to suspend services, the COMPANY shall resume
services and there shall be an equitable adjustment to the remaining project schedule and fees as a result of
the suspension.

8.5

Books and Accounts
COMPANY will maintain books and accounts of payroll costs, travel, subsistence, field, and incidental expenses
for a period of five (5) years. Said books and accounts will be available at all reasonable times for examination
by CLIENT at the corporate office of COMPANY during that time.

8.6

Insurance
COMPANY will maintain insurance for claims under the Worker's Compensation Laws, and from General
Liability and Automobile claims for bodily injury, death, or property damage, and Professional Liability insurance
caused by the negligent performance by COMPANY's employees of the functions and services required under
this Agreement.

8.7

Termination or Abandonment
Either party has the option to terminate this Agreement. In the event of failure by the other party to perform in
accordance with the terms hereof through no fault of the terminating party, then the obligation to provide further
services under this Agreement may be terminated upon seven (7) days’ written notice. If any portion of the
services is terminated or abandoned by CLIENT, the provisions of this Schedule of Fees and Conditions in
regard to compensation and payment shall apply insofar as possible to that portion of the services not terminated
or abandoned. If said termination occurs prior to completion of any phase of the project, the fee for services
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performed during such phase shall be based on COMPANY's reasonable estimate of the portion of such phase
completed prior to said termination, plus a reasonable amount to reimburse COMPANY for termination costs.
8.8

Waiver
COMPANY's waiver of any term, condition, or covenant or breach of any term, condition, or covenant, shall not
constitute a waiver of any other term, condition, or covenant, or the breach thereof.

8.9

Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid, illegal, or incapable of being enforced by any Court of
competent jurisdiction, all of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless continue in full force
and effect, and no provision shall be deemed dependent upon any other provision unless so expressed herein.

8.10

Successors and Assigns
All of the terms, conditions, and provisions hereof shall inure to the benefit of and are binding upon the parties
hereto, and their respective successors and assigns, provided, however, that no assignment of this Agreement
shall be made without written consent of the parties to this Agreement.

8.11

Third-Party Beneficiaries
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create a contractual relationship with or a cause of action in favor of
a third party against either the CLIENT or the COMPANY. The COMPANY’s services under this Agreement are
being performed solely for the CLIENT’s benefit, and no other party or entity shall have any claim against the
COMPANY because of this Agreement or the performance or nonperformance of services hereunder. The
CLIENT and COMPANY agree to require a similar provision in all contracts with contractors, subcontractors,
sub-consultants, vendors and other entities involved in this project to carry out the intent of this provision.

8.12

Governing Law and Jurisdiction
The CLIENT and the COMPANY agree that this Agreement and any legal actions concerning its validity,
interpretation and performance shall be governed by the laws of the State of Illinois without regard to any conflict
of law provisions, which may apply the laws of other jurisdictions.
It is further agreed that any legal action between the CLIENT and the COMPANY arising out of this Agreement
or the performance of the services shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction in the State of Illinois.

8.13

Dispute Resolution
Mediation. In an effort to resolve any conflicts that arise during the design or construction of the project or
following the completion of the project, the CLIENT and COMPANY agree that all disputes between them arising
out of or relating to this Agreement shall be submitted to non-binding mediation unless the parties mutually
agree otherwise. The CLIENT and COMPANY further agree to include a similar mediation provision in all
agreements with independent contractors and consultants retained for the project and to require all independent
contractors and consultants also to include a similar mediation provision in all agreements with subcontractors,
sub-consultants, suppliers or fabricators so retained, thereby providing for mediation as the primary method for
dispute resolution between the parties to those agreements.

8.14

Attorney’s Fees
If litigation arises for purposes of collecting fees or expenses due under this Agreement, the Court in such
litigation shall award reasonable costs and expenses, including attorney fees, to the party justly entitled thereto.
In awarding attorney fees, the Court shall not be bound by any Court fee schedule, but shall, in the interest of
justice, award the full amount of costs, expenses, and attorney fees paid or incurred in good faith.

8.15

Ownership of Instruments of Service
All reports, plans, specifications, field data, field notes, laboratory test data, calculations, estimates and other
documents including all documents on electronic media prepared by COMPANY as instruments of service shall
remain the property of COMPANY. COMPANY shall retain these records for a period of five (5) years following
completion/submission of the records, during which period they will be made available to the CLIENT at all
reasonable times.

8.16

Reuse of Documents
All project documents including, but not limited to, plans and specifications furnished by COMPANY under this
project are intended for use on this project only. Any reuse, without specific written verification or adoption by
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COMPANY, shall be at the CLIENT's sole risk, and CLIENT shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless
COMPANY from all claims, damages and expenses including attorney's fees arising out of or resulting
therefrom.
Under no circumstances shall delivery of electronic files for use by the CLIENT be deemed a sale by the
COMPANY, and the COMPANY makes no warranties, either express or implied, of merchantability and fitness
for any particular purpose. In no event shall the COMPANY be liable for indirect or consequential damages as
a result of the CLIENT’s use or reuse of the electronic files.
8.17

Failure to Abide by Design Documents or To Obtain Guidance
The CLIENT agrees that it would be unfair to hold COMPANY liable for problems that might occur should
COMPANY’S plans, specifications or design intents not be followed, or for problems resulting from others' failure
to obtain and/or follow COMPANY’S guidance with respect to any errors, omissions, inconsistencies,
ambiguities or conflicts which are detected or alleged to exist in or as a consequence of implementing
COMPANY’S plans, specifications or other Instruments of Service. Accordingly, the CLIENT waives any claim
against COMPANY, and agrees to defend, indemnify and hold COMPANY harmless from any claim for injury
or losses that results from failure to follow COMPANY’S plans, specifications or design intent, or for failure to
obtain and/or follow COMPANY’S guidance with respect to any alleged errors, omissions, inconsistencies,
ambiguities or conflicts contained within or arising as a result of implementing COMPANY’S plans, specifications
or other Instruments of Service. The CLIENT also agrees to compensate COMPANY for any time spent and
expenses incurred remedying CLIENT’s failures according to COMPANY’S prevailing fee schedule and
expense reimbursement policy.

8.18

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
As part of the Deliverables, COMPANY may submit to the CLIENT an opinion of probable cost required to
construct work recommended, designed, or specified by COMPANY, if required by CLIENT. COMPANY is not
a construction cost estimator or construction contractor, nor should COMPANY’S rendering an opinion of
probable construction costs be considered equivalent to the nature and extent of service a construction cost
estimator or construction contractor would provide. This requires COMPANY to make a number of assumptions
as to actual conditions that will be encountered on site; the specific decisions of other design professionals
engaged; the means and methods of construction the contractor will employ; the cost and extent of labor,
equipment and materials the contractor will employ; contractor's techniques in determining prices and market
conditions at the time, and other factors over which COMPANY has no control. Given the assumptions which
must be made, COMPANY cannot guarantee the accuracy of its opinions of cost, and in recognition of that fact,
the CLIENT waives any claim against COMPANY relative to the accuracy of COMPANY’S opinion of probable
construction cost.

8.19

Design Information in Electronic Form
Because electronic file information can be easily altered, corrupted, or modified by other parties, either
intentionally or inadvertently, without notice or indication, COMPANY reserves the right to remove itself from its
ownership and/or involvement in the material from each electronic medium not held in its possession. CLIENT
shall retain copies of the work performed by COMPANY in electronic form only for information and use by
CLIENT for the specific purpose for which COMPANY was engaged. Said material shall not be used by CLIENT
or transferred to any other party, for use in other projects, additions to this project, or any other purpose for
which the material was not strictly intended by COMPANY without COMPANY’s express written permission.
Any unauthorized use or reuse or modifications of this material shall be at CLIENT’S sole risk. Furthermore,
the CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold COMPANY harmless from all claims, injuries, damages,
losses, expenses, and attorney's fees arising out of the modification or reuse of these materials.
The CLIENT recognizes that designs, plans, and data stored on electronic media including, but not limited to
computer disk, magnetic tape, or files transferred via email, may be subject to undetectable alteration and/or
uncontrollable deterioration. The CLIENT, therefore, agrees that COMPANY shall not be liable for the
completeness or accuracy of any materials provided on electronic media after a 30 day inspection period, during
which time COMPANY shall correct any errors detected by the CLIENT to complete the design in accordance
with the intent of the contract and specifications. After 40 days, at the request of the CLIENT, COMPANY shall
submit a final set of sealed drawings, and any additional services to be performed by COMPANY relative to the
submitted electronic materials shall be subject to separate Agreement. The CLIENT is aware that differences
may exist between the electronic files delivered and the printed hard-copy construction documents. In the event
of a conflict between the signed construction documents prepared by the COMPANY and electronic files, the
signed or sealed hard-copy construction documents shall govern.
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8.20

Information Provided by Others
The CLIENT shall furnish, at the CLIENT’s expense, all information, requirements, reports, data, surveys and
instructions required by this Agreement. The COMPANY may use such information, requirements, reports,
data, surveys and instructions in performing its services and is entitled to rely upon the accuracy and
completeness thereof. The COMPANY shall not be held responsible for any errors or omissions that may arise
as a result of erroneous or incomplete information provided by the CLIENT and/or the CLIENT’s consultants
and contractors.
COMPANY is not responsible for accuracy of any plans, surveys or information of any type including electronic
media prepared by any other consultants, etc. provided to COMPANY for use in preparation of plans. The
CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless the COMPANY from any
damages, liabilities, or costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and defense costs, arising out of or connected
in any way with the services performed by other consultants engaged by the CLIENT.
COMPANY is not responsible for accuracy of topographic surveys provided by others. A field check of a
topographic survey provided by others will not be done under this Agreement unless indicated in the Scope of
Services.

8.21

Force Majeure
The CLIENT agrees that the COMPANY is not responsible for damages arising directly or indirectly from any
delays for causes beyond the COMPANY's control. CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold COMPANY,
its consultants, agents, and employees harmless from any and all liability, other than that caused by the
negligent acts, errors, or omissions of COMPANY, arising out of or resulting from the same. For purposes of
this Agreement, such causes include, but are not limited to, strikes or other labor disputes; severe weather
disruptions or other natural disasters or acts of God; disease, epidemic or pandemic, fires, riots, war or other
emergencies; disease epidemic or pandemic; failure of any government agency to act in timely manner; failure
of performance by the CLIENT or the CLIENT’S contractors or consultants; or discovery of any hazardous
substances or differing site conditions. Severe weather disruptions include but are not limited to extensive rain,
high winds, snow greater than two (2) inches and ice. In addition, if the delays resulting from any such causes
increase the cost or time required by the COMPANY to perform its services in an orderly and efficient manner,
the COMPANY shall be entitled to a reasonable adjustment in schedule and compensation.

8.22

Job Site Visits and Safety
Neither the professional activities of COMPANY, nor the presence of COMPANY’S employees and subconsultants at a construction site, shall relieve the General Contractor and any other entity of their obligations,
duties and responsibilities including, but not limited to, construction means, methods, sequence, techniques or
procedures necessary for performing, superintending or coordinating all portions of the work of construction in
accordance with the contract documents and any health or safety precautions required by any regulatory
agencies. COMPANY and its personnel have no authority to exercise any control over any construction
contractor or other entity or their employees in connection with their work or any health or safety precautions.
The CLIENT agrees that the General Contractor is solely responsible for job site safety, and warrants that this
intent shall be made evident in the CLIENT's AGREEMENT with the General Contractor. The CLIENT also
agrees that the CLIENT, COMPANY and COMPANY’S consultants shall be indemnified and shall be made
additional insureds on the General Contractor’s and all subcontractor’s general liability policies on a primary and
non-contributory basis.

8.23

Hazardous Materials
CLIENT hereby understands and agrees that COMPANY has not created nor contributed to the creation or
existence of any or all types of hazardous or toxic wastes, materials, chemical compounds, or substances, or
any other type of environmental hazard or pollution, whether latent or patent, at CLIENT's premises, or in
connection with or related to this project with respect to which COMPANY has been retained to provide
professional engineering services. The compensation to be paid COMPANY for said professional engineering
services is in no way commensurate with, and has not been calculated with reference to, the potential risk of
injury or loss which may be caused by the exposure of persons or property to such substances or conditions.
Therefore, to the fullest extent permitted by law, CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold COMPANY, its
officers, directors, employees, and consultants, harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, and
expenses, whether direct, indirect, or consequential, including, but not limited to, attorney fees and Court costs,
arising out of, or resulting from the discharge, escape, release, or saturation of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes,
acid, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids gases, or any other materials, irritants, contaminants, or pollutants in or
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into the atmosphere, or on, onto, upon, in, or into the surface or subsurface of soil, water, or watercourses,
objects, or any tangible or intangible matter, whether sudden or not.
It is acknowledged by both parties that COMPANY’S scope of services does not include any services related to
asbestos or hazardous or toxic materials. In the event COMPANY or any other party encounters asbestos or
hazardous or toxic materials at the job site, or should it become known in any way that such materials may be
present at the job site or any adjacent areas that may affect the performance of COMPANY’S services,
COMPANY may, at its option and without liability for consequential or any other damages, suspend performance
of services on the project until the CLIENT retains appropriate specialist consultant(s) or contractor(s) to identify,
abate and/or remove the asbestos or hazardous or toxic materials, and warrants that the job site is in full
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Nothing contained within this Agreement shall be construed or interpreted as requiring COMPANY to assume
the status of a generator, storer, transporter, treater, or disposal facility as those terms appear within the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.A., §6901 et seq., as amended, or within any State statute
governing the generation, treatment, storage, and disposal of waste.
8.24

Certificate of Merit
The CLIENT shall make no claim for professional negligence, either directly or in a third party claim, against
COMPANY unless the CLIENT has first provided COMPANY with a written certification executed by an
independent design professional currently practicing in the same discipline as COMPANY and licensed in the
State in which the claim arises. This certification shall: a) contain the name and license number of the certifier;
b) specify each and every act or omission that the certifier contends is a violation of the standard of care
expected of a design professional performing professional services under similar circumstances; and c) state in
complete detail the basis for the certifier's opinion that each such act or omission constitutes such a violation.
This certificate shall be provided to COMPANY not less than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the presentation
of any claim or the institution of any judicial proceeding.

8.25

Limitation of Liability
In recognition of the relative risks and benefits of the Project to both the CLIENT and the COMPANY, the risks
have been allocated such that the CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to limit the liability of
the COMPANY and COMPANY’S officers, directors, partners, employees, shareholders, owners and subconsultants for any and all claims, losses, costs, damages of any nature whatsoever or claims expenses from
any cause or causes, including attorney’s fees and costs and expert-witness fees and costs, so that the total
aggregate liability of the COMPANY and COMPANY’S officers, directors, partners, employees, shareholders,
owners and sub-consultants shall not exceed $50,000.00, or the COMPANY’S total fee for services rendered
on this Project, whichever is greater. It is intended that this limitation apply to any and all liability or cause of
action however alleged or arising, unless otherwise prohibited by law.

8.26

Municipal Advisor
The COMPANY is not a Municipal Advisor registered with the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) as
defined in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. When the CLIENT is a municipal
entity as defined by said Act, and the CLIENT requires project financing information for the services performed
under this Agreement, the CLIENT will provide the COMPANY with a letter detailing who their independent
registered municipal advisor is and that the CLIENT will rely on the advice of such advisor. A sample letter can
be provided to the CLIENT upon request.
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This Agreement is approved and accepted by the CLIENT and COMPANY upon both parties
signing and dating the Agreement. Services will not begin until COMPANY receives a signed
agreement. COMPANY’s services shall be limited to those expressly set forth in this Agreement
and COMPANY shall have no other obligations or responsibilities for the Project except as agreed
to in writing. The effective date of the Agreement shall be the last date entered below.
Sincerely,
HR GREEN, INC.

Approved by:
Printed/Typed Name:
Title:

Date:

CITY OF MOLINE
Accepted by:
Printed/Typed Name:
Title:
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
December 1, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute and attest to an
Independent Contractors Agreement with River Cities Engineering for South Slope
Controls Improvements for the amount of $160,760.
PREPARED BY:

Rhonda Bartz, Public Works Executive Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator
Tony Loete, Utilities General Manager

FISCAL IMPACT:

$160,760; Account No. 320-1839-434.03-22.

GOALS IMPACTED:

A Great Place to Live

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Proposal and Contract

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to enter into an agreement with River Cities Engineering
for South Slope Controls Improvements for the amount of $160,760.
BACKGROUND
South Slope Wastewater Treatment Plant currently utilizes six Allen Bradley SLC 5/05 PLC’s
(programmable logic controllers) to control the various treatment operations within the facility.
These PLC’s utilize RSVIEW32 software to monitor and control operation of level sensors,
pumping status, chemical concentrations and many other parameters. The RSVIEW software is
an HMI (human machine interface) that links the data being monitored and controlled back to the
plant operator via a desktop computer which utilizes Windows XP operating system. The XP
operating system no longer supported by Microsoft and has created some vulnerabilities to the
treatment plant and the Moline network.
To update the desktop computer, the PLC’s will need to be updated to modern technology
capable of running a modern software platform. These modern PLC’s have an estimated cost of
$9,500/each. In addition, the new PLC’s will need to have modern programming coded into
them. Because the coding will need to be done manually, the estimated cost for this integration
may be as high as $50,000.
WPC utility currently owns Wonderware Software, a proprietary SCADA software that is used at
North Slope WWTP. It is preferred that Wonderware be the be the HMI software, given our
staff’s familiarity with it. Additional Wonderware licenses will be needed. Some electrical work
will be needed as well.

Staff prepared a Request for Proposal (RFP) to seek proposals for this work and the most
responsible and responsive proposal was submitted by River Cities Engineering for the amount
of $160,760.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
Outdated Windows XP machine at South Slope creates significant security and reliability
vulnerabilities.
The automation provided by these controls allows the plant to be staffed one shift per day. Absent
the automation, additional staffing would be needed to maintain operations and compliance with
discharge limits. The programmed logic that makes operational decisions, reads chemical
concentrations, senses tank levels and valve positions allows the plant to run in ‘auto-pilot’ in the
evening hours.
Alternatives:
1. Continue with exposure to the risk related to reliability and vulnerability. Future
discharge limits will likely prompt improvements to the treatment plant, however those
may be 3-5 years away.
2. Proceed with the improvements as recommended. PLC’s and Wonderware software
licenses will be reused when plant renovations occur. The skeleton of the integration will
also be reused as the treatment plant improvements will not change the base processes.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Continued control and monitoring allows for advances in monitoring and control. Advanced
monitoring and control provides potential for more staffing efficiencies and less overtime.
Small parts of the integration will be overwritten in a future improvements project.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
Proposal and Contract
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

November 11th, 2020
Mr. Tony Loete
City of Moline Public Works
Moline, IL 61240
RE: City of Moline South Slope Control System Upgrade
Quote: 20829 – Revision 1
Dear Tony:
We are pleased to present the following proposal for your consideration:
Project Overview
The City of Moline Public Works currently has outdated Allen Bradley SLC 5/05 PLCs controlling the
plant processes at their South Slope facility. The SLC 5/05 processors are becoming increasingly
expensive to replace and availability is lessening. The facility also utilizes RSView32 HMI system for
control and monitoring on an out of date Windows XP machine. Windows XP is no longer
supported by the manufacturer. RSView32 HMI software is outdated and is not the preferred
choice of HMI by the City of Moline.
River Cities Engineering is proposing to replace the Allen Bradley SLC 5/05 control system with
more modern Rockwell Automation CompactLogix 5370 series processors and I/O. The
CompactLogix series will allow for reuse of all the devices using DeviceNet and ScanPort and allow
for replacement of these devices to Ethernet in the future if desired.
The RSView32 HMI system will be replaced with a Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation HMI.
Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation is the current platform at the North Slope WWTP and
will provide commonality between the two plants.
River Cities Engineering will be replacing the six SLC 5/05 control systems one at a time to minimize
downtime or potential impact to multiple systems. The RSView32 HMI and Wonderware (Aveva)
InTouch Workstation HMI systems will operate simultaneously until all systems have been
upgraded and commissioned. After final commissioning of the new PLC systems the RSView32 HMI
system will be decommissioned and removed.

Scope of Work
River Cities Engineering has based this proposal on the provided scope of work “RPC South Slope
Controls RFP.pdf” provided on 10-17-2020. River Cities Engineering has also performed a plant
walkthrough to verify the accuracy of the scope of work and proposal.
River Cities Engineering is familiar with the existing South Slope control system. The existing
system does not have any CAD drawings for the existing control panels. River Cities Engineering
will begin this project by accurately documenting the existing control panels and I/O in each of the
existing control panels. River Cities Engineering will provide new I/O schematics related to each
control panel that depict the existing wire numbers on the new CompactLogix I/O.
River Cities Engineering has specified 1769-L33ER CompactLogix 5370 Controllers for all six of the
existing SLC 5/05 processors. This will ensure the City of Moline has a minimal spare parts list for
the new control system.
River Cites Engineering is recommending that the City of Moline utilize a Wonderware (Aveva)
InTouch Workstation HMI at the South Slope Treatment Plant. The Wonderware (Aveva) In Touch
Workstation HMI will allow the South Slope facility to continue operate independently from the
other City of Moline facilities, regardless of outside communication issues. The Wonderware
(Aveva) InTouch Workstation system will be networked on the existing city control network,
allowing operators at the North Slope facility to access control parameters at the South Slope
facility and vice versa.
River Cities Engineering is also providing pricing for 2nd Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation
full Development Workstation. This will allow the City of Moline to maintain and modify the HMI
screens onsite at South Slope plant. Without the need for a systems integrator to provide a
development license to make changes.
River Cities Engineering will duplicate the existing RSView32 HMI displays on the new Wonderware
(Aveva) InTouch Workstation HMI. Duplicating the displays will result in ease of operator transition
since the operators are currently familiar with the look and feel of the existing HMI screens.
River Cities Engineering will not be utilizing Rockwell Automation SLC 500 conversion tools for this
project. By rewriting the existing PLC code, the result will be a cleaner, well documented, and
simplified PLC program.
River Cities Engineering has included programming for the new South Slope Wonderware (Aveva)
tags to be added to the North Slope Wonderware (Aveva) Historian Server. The current North
Slope Historian server has a 5000 point license which should provide enough capacity to handle the
new South Slope Wonderware (Aveva) tags. River Cities Engineering has not included any labor to
integrate the new South Slope Tags into existing reports. However, the data will be collected and
available for reporting.
River Cities Engineering has included operations and training of the new Wonderware (Aveva)
system for City staff. The training will be hands on training performed at the South Slope plant.

The existing Aeration control panel utilizes a PanelView 700 HMI. The existing PanelView 700 is
compatible with the new CompactLogix control system and will not be replaced as part of this
project. The PanelView will be reused and configured to communicate with the new CompactLogix
PLC.
River Cities Engineering Deliverables
River Cities Engineering will provide the following to realize the goals of this project:
•

•
•

•

•

Procurement
o (6) Allen Bradley L33ER 5370 CompactLogix PLCs and associated I/O to replace the
following systems
 Aeration
 Digester
 GRIT
 RAS Building Waste
 RAW Sewage Pump
 SCADA
o Miscellaneous wiring and installation materials
o Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation software
o Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation Development software
On-Site Electrical Installation
o Install CompactLogix power supplies, processors and associated I/O
o Rewiring of existing I/O from SLC I/O to CompactLogix I/O
Off-Site Engineering
o AutoCAD Electrical Drawing Set
 CompactLogix card layout
 Generic I/O drawings
• These drawing will show detail of wiring to CompactLogix I/O but
will not show field specific devices
 Network diagram
 DeviceNet/ScanPort network diagrams
Off-Site Programming
o Develop new PLC programs for CompactLogix
 These will be complete conversions and not use the Allen Bradley built-in
conversion tool. The conversion tool can complete these conversions very
fast, but will leave the program very difficult to read/navigate and
understand for future troubleshooting or maintenance
o Configure IP addresses and download programs to CompactLogix PLCs
o Install Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation HMI on City of Moline provided
computer
o Install Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation Development HMI on City of
Moline provided computer
o Install Studio 5000 Standard/Network Edition on City of Moline provided computer
o Develop new Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation HMI display graphics
On-Site Integration
o Onsite integration and testing of all new equipment

Exclusions and Clarifications
River Cities Engineering is excluding any revisions or generation of user manuals or standards
documentation.
City of Moline will provide any necessary IP addresses prior to offsite programming work at River
Cities Engineering.
City of Moline will be responsible for any networking/routing that needs to be performed for the
South Slope to have visibility to the City of Moline network.
City of Moline will be responsible for providing a computer for running the Wonderware (Aveva)
server/development package and Studio 5000. The City of Moline currently has two licenses of
Rockwell Studio 5000 licenses at the North Slope Plant. River Cities Engineering will repurpose one
of these licenses to be installed on one of the new HMI computers.
At time of walkthrough all the PLC’s had existing network connections. If any of the existing
connections are found not reliable, the City of Moline will be responsible for replacing any faulty
Ethernet connections. It is not expected at the time of this proposal any new connections will be
required.
The existing RAS Building Waste PLC has a Red Lion Model G304K200 HMI. It was discussed on
the walkthrough that this Red Lion HMI will not be replaced. It was determined the proximity of
the RAS building to main control room, allows for removal of this HMI.
River Cities Engineering will provide a one-year warranty for workmanship and code bugs in
addition to manufacturer warranty for equipment. The one-year warranty for the equipment will
begin at date of receipt at River Cities Engineering facilities. This is standard warranty procedure for
Rockwell Automation provided equipment.
City of Moline will be responsible for arranging maintenance windows for the process of conversion
of each system.
All labor has been estimated as straight time. If City of Moline requires additional work to be
performed on an accelerated schedule, outside of River Cities Engineering’s normal business hours,
on Saturdays, Sundays, or Holidays, additional charges for overtime labor will apply.

Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11/23/2020 – River Cities Engineering will begin onsite control panel documentation.
12/14/2020 – Begin PLC and HMI Programming
1/11/2021 – Software Procurement
1/18/2021 - Materials Procurement
2/15/2021 – Installation and Testing of New Wonderware (Aveva) InTouch Workstation HMI
2/22/2021 – Installation and Testing of Two PLC Systems
3/8/2021 – Installation and Testing of Two PLC Systems
3/22/2021 - Installation and Testing of Final Two PLC Systems
3/29/2021 – Final Testing and Operations Training
4/2/2021 – Work completed

Pricing
River Cities Engineering is providing the following fixed pricing for this project, plus applicable
taxes:
Engineering Design, Programming, Device Testing Labor
Allen Bradley PLC Hardware Procurement
Spare 1769-L33ER CompactLogix Processor
AVEVA InTouch HMI 2020 Workstation 1K Tag with I/O Software Procurement
AVEVA Development Studio 2020 Medium 1K/1K/100
Electrical Installation Labor Onsite
Engineering Testing and Integration Labor Onsite
Fixed Price Total

$ 59,470.00
$ 55,380.00
$ 2,670.00
$ 3,850.00
$ 9,920.00
$7,920.00
$ 21,550.00
$ 160,760.00

River Cities Engineering looks forward to working with the City of Moline on this project. If you
have any questions or concerns regarding the contents of this proposal, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Submitted by,

Tom Loussaert, P.E.
Director of Engineering
River Cities Engineering

Terms and Conditions
Billings and Terms of Payment
Unless otherwise specified in River Cities Engineering’s quotation, the Purchaser shall pay the
purchase price (including the price of goods and fees for services) in full within 30 days after the
services are rendered or the goods are shipped. Monthly billings will be on a percent complete
basis for labor expended and material received plus a projection of costs to the end of the month.
In the event part of an order is shipped, the Purchaser shall pay in full the purchase price for the
items shipped within thirty (30) days after shipment. All invoices from River Cities Engineering
unpaid after the due date shall bear interest at the rate of one and one-half percent per month.
River Cities Engineering may, at its option, cease to perform services or deliver goods to the
Purchaser, upon the Purchaser's failure to make timely payment. In the event that collection of
any amounts due hereunder are referred to an attorney by River Cities Engineering, Purchaser shall
bear all costs of collection, including but not limited to, River Cities Engineering’s reasonable
attorney's fees.
Warranty
River Cities Engineering warrants all equipment manufactured by the River Cities Engineering to be
free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of twelve
(12) months from date of shipment. All parts or products not manufactured by River Cities
Engineering will be covered only by the express warranty of the manufacturer. The warranty does
not extend to damage or wear caused by misuse, negligence, accident, corrosion, modification by
Purchaser, faulty installation, loss of product, or tampering in a manner to impair normal operation
of the equipment. River Cities Engineering guarantees to replace, or at its option to repair, any
equipment or parts thereof which are found defective in material or workmanship within one year
from date of delivery. River Cities Engineering’s obligation with respect to such parts shall be
limited to replacement or repair F.O.B. job-site, and in no event shall River Cities Engineering be
liable for consequential or special damages, or for transportation, installation, adjustment or other
expenses which may arise in connection with such equipment or parts. Expendable items are
specifically excluded from this warranty.
Limits of Liability
In no event, regardless of cause, shall River Cities Engineering assume responsibility for or be liable
(a) for penalties or penalty clause of any description, or (b) for indemnification of Purchaser or
others for costs, damages, or expenses each arising out of or related to the goods or services of
this order or for certification unless otherwise specifically provided herein or (c) for indirect,
incidental, special, or consequential damages under any circumstances including any loss, injury or
damages. River Cities Engineering’s maximum liability, including direct damages, shall not exceed
the amount of the purchase order. This limitation of River Cities Engineering’s liability will apply
regardless of the form of action, whether in contract or tort, including negligence.

Termination of Contract
Cancellations or stop-work requests by Purchaser on any order or part thereof, must be made in
writing. Purchaser agrees to pay River Cities Engineering's standard contract labor rate for all labor
incurred, River Cities Engineering's net material costs for all materials purchased for that order,
including any restocking charges incurred.
Accelerated / Decelerated Pace of Work Execution
Purchaser acknowledges that if Purchaser requires River Cities Engineering to perform on an
accelerated schedule, the risk of errors in the design and development of hardware and software
increases as do certain costs, such as but not limited to, express shipping of incoming purchases to
River Cities Engineering, charges for expedited manufacture, development and/or delivery of
hardware and/or software to River Cities Engineering and, express shipping to Purchaser by River
Cities Engineering. Purchaser agrees that upon Purchaser's request to River Cities Engineering to
perform on an accelerated basis, Purchaser will compensate River Cities Engineering for the
additional costs incurred and work required as a result of the accelerated pace of project execution.
Delays caused by the Purchaser, its agents or subcontractors that impact the productivity of River
Cities Engineering will be considered a reimbursable claim. The cost impact will be negotiated with
the Purchaser. The time and material rate in effect for the project will be utilized to calculate the
value of time lost and reimbursable costs.
Changes in Scope
Changes to work that are considered by River Cities Engineering to be beyond the scope of the
present contract will be addressed by declaring to the Purchaser in writing the complete scope,
cost, and schedule impact of the desired changes. River Cities Engineering will only take action on
the changes when the Purchaser has responded in writing that he agrees with the scope, cost, and
schedule impacts.
Dispute Resolution
It is agreed that any dispute arising out of the performance, negligent performance or nonperformance of this contract, will be determined by submission to arbitration as provided by state
of domicile law, and not by a lawsuit or resort to court process except as state of domicile law
provides for judicial review of arbitration proceedings. All parties to this contract, by entering into it,
are giving up their constitutional right to have any such dispute decided in a court of law before a
jury, and instead are accepting the use of arbitration as their exclusive remedy. Such arbitration
shall be conducted in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration
Association.
Venue and Jurisdiction
These Terms and Conditions shall be construed in accordance with the law of the state of domicile
of River Cities Engineering.

Force Majeure
If River Cities Engineering is unable to perform the obligations of this contract due to wars, acts of
terrorism, riots, acts of governmental authorities, acts of God, civil disturbances, explosions, and
other such acts, River Cities Engineering may terminate and have no liability under the terms of this
contract.
Storage of Materials on Site
Materials stored on site to be installed by others are to be considered delivered to the purchaser's
care and custody. Materials stored on site to be installed by River Cities Engineering are to be
considered in the care and custody of River Cities Engineering but are considered to be billable for
progress billing in accordance with the progress billing procedures outlined in the contract terms
and conditions.
Taxes
The Purchaser is responsible for all applicable taxes, including sales and use tax.
Proposal Expiration
Proposal is valid for 30 days.

Rate Schedule
Labor Class
Electrical Controls Engineer I
Electrical Controls Engineer II
Electrical Controls Engineer III

Engineering and Technical Services
Regular
Overtime
Sunday/Holiday
$
102.00 $
153.00 $
204.00
$
108.00 $
162.00 $
216.00
$
114.00 $
171.00 $
228.00

After Hours Support
$800 Minimum
$800 Minimum
$800 Minimum

Electrical Design Engineer
Professional Engineer

$
$

118.00
144.00

$
$

177.00
216.00

$
$

236.00
288.00

$800 Minimum
$800 Minimum

Electrical Engineering Technician I
Electrical Engineering Technician II
Electrical Engineering Technician III

$
$
$

86.00
90.00
94.00

$
$
$

129.00
135.00
141.00

$
$
$

172.00
180.00
188.00

$700 Minimum
$700 Minimum
$700 Minimum

Labor Class
Control Panel Technician

Electrical Construction Services
Regular
Overtime
Sunday/Holiday
$
66.00 $
99.00 $
132.00

Data Communications Technician

$

68.00

$

102.00

$

136.00

After Hours Support
$600 Minimum
$600 Minimum

1. Overtime will be billed after 40 hours worked per week per site, or after 8 hours worked per day per
site if 40 hours is not reached for a particular week at the same site.
2. Overtime will be billed for work completed on Saturdays, and outside the hours of 8am to 5pm on
weekdays. Double-time will be billed for work completed on Sundays and Holidays.
3. After hours support applies to Saturdays, Sundays, Holidays, and outside the hours of 8am to 5pm
on weekdays.
4. River Cities Engineering’s recognized Holidays are New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Holidays that fall on a Saturday are observed on the
previous Friday, and Holidays that fall on a Sunday are observed on the succeeding Monday.

City of Moline
South Slope WWTP Controls Improvements
Request for Design-Build Proposals
INTRODUCTION
The City of Moline, Illinois is seeking professional proposals for design-build services to replace the
electrical control systems at the South Slope Waste Water Treatment Plant. This Request for Proposals
(RFP) outlines the requirements and selection process. Because this is a design-build project, the City will
consider proposals from single entities, partnerships or joint-ventures. The winning candidate will
perform all the work required to achieve the desired outcome. There is no expressed or implied
obligation for the City of Moline to reimburse responding firms for any expenses incurred in preparing
proposals in response to this request. During the evaluation process, the City of Moline reserves the right,
where it may serve the City’s best interest, to request additional information or clarification from
proposers, or to allow corrections of errors or omissions.

BACKGROUND
Moline’s sanitary sewer system serves a population of approximately 50,000. Wastewater is conveyed via
200 miles of collection system and 15 lift stations to two (2) separate wastewater treatment plants. The
wastewater treatment plants combined are designed to treat approximately 15 million gallons per day with
an average flow of approximately five (5) million gallons per day per plant. The North Slope Wastewater
Treatment Plant serves Moline only and is not included in this project, while South Slope is a regional
facility serving three outside entities, in addition to Moline, and shall be the subject of this project.
South Slope is authorized to discharge via NPDES Permit No. IL0029939, which has an expiration date
of August 31, 2025. South Slope has a design average flow of 9.0 MGD and design maximum flow of
16.8 MGD. South Slope incorporates the use of split treatment, sending a portion of influent flow to
rotating biological contactors and the remaining flow to conventional activated sludge treatment. The
plant is currently staffed M-F 7AM-3PM and Weekend days for 6 hours. Plant processes are controlled
by six (6) Allen Bradley SLC 5/05 programmable logic controllers. The plant’s operational HMI uses
RSView®32™ and a Windows XP desktop pc. Cyber security is an increasing challenge to utilities and
because of the vulnerability of the XP platform, because of the obsolescence of the AB SLC PLCs, and
because of the importance of the control systems to the wastewater treatment plant operations, the City
desires to replace these systems.
The City would like to replace the SLC 5/05 units with modern Rockwell Automation CompactLogix
5370 processors. Because the North Slope WWTP uses Wonderware SCADA HMI system, the City
would like the same platform at South Slope. In addition, the City would like to develop secure remote
control of plant operations as well as support for new equipment in the form of training and code
refinement.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
The following items will be included in this project:





Evaluate South Slope’s existing control systems and provide pricing for CompactLogix 5370
processors.
Consider the City’s existing licensing with Wonderware and provide alternate pricing for a standalone or combined server to serve South Slope WWTP.
Provide Wonderware Server and development as needed, depending on licensing alternatives.
Develop and download code for Logix PLC units for each of the six plant processes.
Conversions shall be complete and shall not use the Allen Bradly conversion tool. Configure IP
addresses as needed and download programming to Logix PLC’s.














Install Wonderware, Studio 5000, and Logix coding on City provided PC’s.
Install Logix processors in the aeration process, anaerobic digestion process, grit removal
process, return activated sludge process, influent pumping and SCADA.
Perform all electrical installation of PLC power supplies, PLC’s and related I/O, including
rewiring from existing SLC processors to new processors.
Provide schematics and drawings related to new control system.
Develop Wonderware graphic displays as needed to replicate existing operational control screens.
Integrate and test equipment, sequencing installations with operations staff to minimize
disruptions to treatment plant operations.
Provide network integration to allow for remote SCADA control within the Moline network.
Provide one-year warranty for workmanship and code bugs in addition to manufacturer warranty
for equipment.
Provide SCADA operational training as recommended by Wonderware and fully train City Staff
on operations and troubleshooting.
Provide alternate pricing for an additional back-up Logix processor.
Add all new Wonderware tags to the current historian.
Agreement to standard contract terms concerning insurance, indemnification, statutory
requirements (e.g., requirement for a policy prohibiting sexual harassment; the requirement to pay
the prevailing rate of wages for those portions of work subject to the Illinois Prevailing Wage
Act; compliance with the Public Construction Bond Act; compliance with all federal laws,
regulations and directives concerning acceptable telecommunications systems).

CITY TO PROVIDE
Items provided by City include but are not limited to:








Necessary IP addresses
Network routing to ensure connectivity to the Moline network
2 SCADA PC’s for installation of Wonderware and Studio 5000
Network connections to PC’s not having existing connectivity
Studio 5000 software
Windows Server 2016 Servers for any servers that would be needed.
Cooperation from operations staff as needed

PROPOSAL PREPARATION
Request for proposals should be limited to no more than twenty (20) pages, covered in bullets below.
Other material may be attached as deemed appropriate. A copy of a proposed contract and/or a copy of a
similar feasibility study may be submitted as supplemental attachments in addition to the Statement of
Qualifications. Statements submitted in response to this request shall include the following information:







A cover letter highlighting the firm’s interest, unique qualifications, and a profile summarizing
the overall experience of your firm and level of expertise.
A specific description of the firm’s experience with similar installations and specifically
identifying your technical expertise in the area of utility controls.
Project overview – explain your firm’s understanding and approach to the project
Scope of Work – delineate how your firm intends to complete the identified RFP tasks
Schedule of Work – Schedules will be discussed prior to contract award. Schedule should
indicate a proposed beginning date, ending date and major milestones.
Key Personnel – list the project manager and other team members that will contribute to the
study. Include personnel qualifications such as resumes, experience, similar projects of key
individuals who would be assigned to the project team, and their availability.



Statement of Firm’s Commitment to Non-Discrimination. Certification of firm’s commitment to
non-discrimination. The City of Moline is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not
discriminate against any persons on the basis of race, creed, color, age, sexual orientation, gender,
ethnic background or national origin.

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
Three (3) hard copies of your Proposal and one additional digital copy of each in Microsoft Word format
must be received by 3:00 p.m. CST time on Monday November 2, 2020 to the following address:
Tony Loete
Utilities General Manager
Moline Water Plant
30 -18th Street
Moline, IL 61265
Submittals must be made in a sealed envelope identified/labeled as “South Slope Controls
Improvements Project Proposal”. The Proposal shall include a detailed cost estimate, broken down by
work task include a “not to exceed” cost and schedule of hourly rates for project personnel. It is the sole
responsibility of respondents to deliver all documents by the stated deadline. Each proposal must be
submitted with all required documentation.
EVALUATION AND SELECTION CRITERIA
Proposals will be evaluated by a selection committee made up of City staff.






As noted previously, The City of Moline intends to award a contract to the most responsive,
responsible firm through a qualifications-based selection process. Pricing will be a consideration
but not solely determinative of the selection.
Proposals will be evaluated based on related experience, qualifications, and project approach.
The selection committee will select the proposal that is judged to be most responsive to the City’s
requirements and based on evaluation criteria appears to best meet the City’s needs. The
selection committee may use all publicly available information in its deliberations, including but
not limited to information from references and information published in journals, discussion
groups, or social media platforms.
The successful award of this contract will be based upon compliance with the specifications,
availability of parts, quality of the product being proposed, complete evaluation of the offered
products, contractual constraints, conformity with the current infrastructure and facilities, price,
delivery and the completeness of the overall proposal; therefore, the lowest priced proposal will
not automatically constitute the award of the contract. The City will award the contract to the
most responsive and responsible proposer, per the above criteria and City Code.

RIGHT TO REJECT PROPOSALS
Submission of a proposal indicates acceptance by the firm of conditions contained in this request for
qualifications unless clearly and specifically noted in the documents submitted. The City of Moline
reserves the right without prejudice to reject any or all proposals.

ANTICIPATED PROJECT SCHEDULE
10/17/2020 – RFP notice issued
11/2/2020 – RFP due date

11/10/2020 – Staff Recommendation to City Council
11/18/2020– Notice to proceed
4/2/2021 – Work completed
QUESTIONS
Questions, comments, or concerns related to this request should be directed to:
Tony Loete
Utilities General Manager
Phone (309) 524-2301
Email: tloete@moline.il.us

